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CHAPTER I 

rNTR0BUCTION 

Statement ef the Pr0blem 

The literature is abundant with studies featuring c0mp0nents 0f 

reinfercement -the0ry. Much ef this experimentati0n, h0wever, was 

perf0rmed in the field ef psych0l0gy, with little 0r ne practical 

relati0n te .educatien. Mentess0ri (1912), Piaget (1954) and ether 

educatienal the0rists assume that educati0n is intrinsically rewarding, 

requiring little er ne external reinfarcement ta enhance perfermance. 

Hewever, extrinsically based reinfercement appears ta be unaveidable 

in. teacher-child interactien situatians. Br0phy (1972) suggests that 

even if teachers attempt ta avaid avert reinfarcement, their evaluative 

reactians are, nenetheless, cenveyed thraugh minimal cues af tene, 

facial expressi0n and gesture. This is especially true at ihe pre

prirnary scheel level. The basic questi0n, "Sheuld extrinsic reinferce

rnent be used in educatien?" is strictly theeretical. Future attempts 

must be directed te determine what sh0uld be reinferced and specifi

cally, what kind af reinfarcement is mast effective. With increased 

demands ta match instructienal meth0d0l0gies ta individual differences, 

the cantinued explaratien ef the effects ef differential extrinsic 

reinfercement in cambinatien with internal learner characteristics is 

essential. 

1 
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Much effert has been directed t0ward the develepment ef high

quality instructional systems designed te deal with the various preb

lems prevalent in the classreem. Fer the meat part, the curricular 

ferro.at ef every instructienal system must include: (1) the cenditiens 

fer engaging the child in learning, (2) the 0rganizatian of tasks to be 

learned, (3) the sequence ef learning, and (4) the particular type ef 

reinfercement ta be empleyed (Hedges, 1972). The specific type ef 

extrinsic reinforcement in any curriculum is an impertant aspect ef the 

learning environment. It may alse be an important element of pre

primary sch00l educatien pregrams engaged in the develepment ef 

academic readiness skills. As a result ef centinued emphasis en inter

vention at the pre-primary scheel level, careful empirical analysis ef 

all pessible applicatiens ef reinfercement theory to the selutien of 

learning difficulties in young children appears necessary. 'The study 

ef different types ef extrinsic reinf ercement at the pre-primary scheel 

level has net been extensive, and results that are available c0nflict. 

0ne program directed by Gray, Klaus, Miller and Forrester (1966) 

used a predeminantly material-based (candy, teys, tekens, etc.) mede ef 

reinfercement with minerity group children. The rationale used fer 

this approach was that material rewards were net a significant part of 

the child's past history of reinfarcement. In this respect, verbal 

reinforcement, namely pets0nal praise, was censidered less effective 

initially in metivating the child ta learn. 

Early empirical evidence supparted the pr0p0sitian that material 

rewards are mere effective with culturally disadvantaged children. 

Terrell and ;Kennedy (1957) studied the reinfGrcing effects ef a light 

flash alane, and in c0mbinatien with f~mr ether types Gf reinfercement 
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on pre-primary sch0el and elementary children's discriminatien learn-

ing. They reported that learning was facilitated under a tangible 

(candy) reinf0rcement c0nditien, with praise, token, repr00f and the 

light flash alone yielding less successful results. Additional studies 

comparing the effects ef various types 0f reinforcement and using 

alternate discriminatien tasks report similar findings (Terrell, 

Burkin and Wiesley, 1959; Zigler and Belabry, 1962; Cameren and Sterm, 

1967; Hassett, 1970). 

More recent studies have reported incensistent results. Fer 

example, an investigation conducted by Unikel, Strain and Adams (1969) 

attempted te cempare the effectiveness of material (candy) and s0cial 

(verbal praise) rewards on pre-primary sch00l children's learning. 

Based on the results, it was indicated that although beth material and 

social reward facilitated performance on the learning task, n0 signifi-

cant difference in their effectiveness was found. Tiber and Kennedy 

(1964), Cairns (1967), McGrade (1968) and Uselmann (1971) report 

similar findings. In all ef these studies, various types of material 

and social modes 0f rei·nfercement were feund to be equally effective. 

©n the ether hand, Spence (1966), Spenc·e and Segner (196 7), 

Ferrell (1968) and Farber (1971) reported that their lower-class sub-

jects performed more successfully based upen the administratien ef nen-

material rewards. This group ef researchers preposed that verbal 

reinfercement is significantly superior to material rewards in the 

facilitation 0f conceptual discrirninatiGn learning. These results are 

in direct conflict with reports of ·"'filaterial reward superiarity 

previously stated. 

Such major cemtradictiens in the literature create a questi0nable 



atmosphere for the implementatien of any type of reinf0rcement system 

in pre-primary educatien. Program rationale can ne lenger be of a 

theeretical base exclusively. In light of experimental evidence, 

further research in the area of reinforcement is needed. This is 

especially true far early childheod education at the presch0el and 

kindergarten level. As Geed (1972) suggests, "the inconsistencies and 

contradictions which do exist cannot be recenciled with existing data 

and that new research must be undertaken to clarify the issues" 

(p. 253). 

4 

A unique feature ef the present investigatien is . in its integra

tien and evaluation of newly censidered organismic variables: achieve

ment motivatien and sensory modality. Te date, ne such assessment of 

differential reinforcement effectiveness utilizing these variables has 

been reported. In the past, common censiderations of intellectual 

functioning, secieecenomic status, task difficulty, ego level, and task 

·differences have been empley~d with limited success. As Gagne (1970) 

peints out, educators must adopt the position that instructienal 

material develepment be based upon the needs of the individual. It is 

quite conceivable that the missing conditions are net to be exclusively 

located in the external environment, but are an integral function ef 

internal individual characteristics related cl osely te the learning 

task itself. 

Significance of the Study 

An essential feature ef the study is t h e useful application of its 

findings te present-day l earning situations , specifi cally i n the pre

pr imary school setting. With added emphasis c0ntinu0usly directed 
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tGward individualized instructional experiences, the development of 

curricular materials based upen applied reinfercement techniques is an 

essential cha racteristic of educational pregrams designed te meet the 

needs ef all students. Jensen (Gagne, 1967), fer example, argues that 

if the appropriate recognition ef individual differences is not 

realized, future application 0f psychological theory risks being 

directed toward the averaged characteristics of the greup. This state 

of affairs may net fully represent idiosyncrasies that exist within the 

individual and subsequently reduce the overall effectiveness of con

ditions designed te enhance learning. In further suppert ef these 

contentions, Underwoed (1966) has called for the psychelegy of learning 

te establish individual differences as central to the theoretical issue 

rather than what he terms "pesky statistical preblems" which may result 

from a marked variation in scores. 

The recegnitien of beth intra- and inter-individual differences, 

a theme central to the present rese~rch, is an attempt te evaluate past 

incensistencies in reinforcement literature based upon the inclusion of 

achievement metivation and sensory medality preference as part ef the 

theoretical framework. The relationship and everall significance of 

these variables te the learning environment has received widespread 

suppert. Kagan (1971), fer example, emphasizes that the preminent 

feature in the educational experience of any child must include efforts 

to perpetuate the student's desire to learn. However, at the present 

time, an academic theery of achievement motivation and the subsequent 

guidelines necessary fer the development of achievement-related 

behavior in children are not available in cemplete form. 

Similar distinctiens can also be attributed to the consideratien 
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ef differential i nstructianal methedologies based upen sensory modality 

preferences in young children. The theery ef modality preference cen

tends that same individuals learn mere efficiently threugh one sens ory 

channel, be it auditory, visual or haptic, than threugh other pathways. 

Trans fer of this concept ta the educational setting suggests that 

matching a child ' s modality strength with an instructienal methed 

stressi ng that modality will facilitate learning. It appears that the 

identification ef modality strength early in the primary schoel years 

may be essential to future academic success far same children. The 

theery also indicates that far a majarity ef children, the audi tery and 

visual medality channels approach a general period a f equalizatien in 

functioning at appraximately seven to nine years of age (Wepman, 1968). 

Hewever, if individual needs are net met prier to perceptual modali ty 

integration, severe academic deficiencies compounded threugh cen-

conii tant emotional invelvement may result. Current instructional 

efforts should speak ta preventive educatienal strategies designed to 

enrich the individual understanding · ef all children. 

Additienal significance attributed to the investigatien is based 

upan the belief that results may be emp·leyed as a 11 decisien-making 

taol" taward the establishment ef a kindergarten curriculum centaining 

an extrinsic r 'einforcement schedule· of maximized e f fectiveness. The 

results ef the study may be beneficial te t he develepment af varieus 

pr0grammed instructienal systems. Teaching machines; audia-visual 

pregrams, individualized instructic:mal units and Gther supplemental, 

multi-medi a appreaches ta learning rely heavily en the use of rein

farcement and infGrmative feedback techniques. Such instructianal 

methods can greatly pr e f it frem the appl i cati en ef extrinsi c 
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reinforcement, achievement motivation and sensery medality theory based 

upon seund experimental evidence. 

Through current mainstreaming procedures, major efforts in educa

tion based upen the identificatien ef individual differences are being 

employed te reduce the distance between those chil dren labeled as 11sl0w 

learners" and their m0re fortunate counterparts in the regular class

reem. Thrsu.gh the utilization of effective systems of extrinsic rein

forcement in learning, this task will be undertaken with increasing 

levels Gf success. 

Purpose ef the Study 

The everall purpose ef the study is ta evaluate the differential 

effectiveness ef verbal, cencrete ahd cembinatien verbal-concrete 

extrinsic reinfercement on subsequent visual discrimination learning in 

the kindergarten environment. In addition, the study will investigate 

the main and interactive f UnGtian o~ tw0 organismic variables identi 

fi"ed as · c·l0se:)..y related to the learning task: achieveme.nt motivatien 

(high versus low) and sens0ry medality preference (visua·l, auditory and 

· no preference ) . The selection of the var·iables· under consideration is 

·based E>n the cententicm that matching instructienal methods to indi

vidual leartdng, dif'ferences will enh,ance the attainment of educational 

ebjecti·ves with -maximized ef fici ency. Previeusly, such mu1tip<le cem

·par.isons · ef, .reinforcement effect,iveness · uti·liz:i..ng these specific , 

erga'QismiG-· variables have net- been repartee! in the literature. 



· Befinitiens of Terms 

Reinf 0raement 

Fer purposes ef the investi-gat:t0n; .rei nforcement will ref er to the 

assaai·atien. of _pleasure with a:o .act, leading· tG :the repet ition ·or con

tinuaticm of t·hat ,act. 

Extr,insic· Re.infor~ement 

Also des·c·ribed. as external re-inforcement ,. extrinsic· reinforcement 

refers .te .:the audible or · visual feedback, verbal approval or · concrete 

· object mode available, cnnt ingent upon the ap_propriate performance of a 

child .in· respense to .the stimulus situation • . It must result .in ·an in

crease in. response probability .(Hodges, 1.'9,72.). In addition,. extrins1ic 

r e.inforcement · may .be viewed FlS the· .final .geal object ef behavior 

initiated and directed by extrinsic motivation. Three types ef 

extrinsic reinforcement were operationall y defined for evaluati0n: 

verbal reinfarcement (social approval and informative feedback), cen

crete rewards ("m&m" candy) and a cembinatien verbal reinf0rcement

concrete reward condition. 

Verbal Reinf ercement 

Also referred te as intangible reward or symbelic reinforcement, 

verbal reinforcement is described as all forms @f feedback that are 

ncm-material in ccmfiguratien. FGr purpeses ef the present investiga

tion, verbal reinforcement is 0perati onally defined as infermative 

f eedback ("Right ," "Wreng" )' and secial appr 0val ("Ve ry GQGd ") admfnis

tered by the experimenter immediately following the apprepriate 



response. 

Concrete Rewards 

Concrete rewards refer to all material objects administered based 

upon the performance of a positive ar desired response. Concrete re-

wards are also described as tangible rewards er material rewards. 

Examples based upon experimental investigatien include candy, tokens, 

toys, etc. For purposes ef the study, cencrete rewards were opera

tionally defined as material reward in the farm of a piece of "m&m" 

candy distributed by the experimenter immediately after a correct 

response. 

Informative Feedback 

Informative feedback pravides inferrmatien related ta the accuracy 

of past performance based upon criterion objectives, and subsequently 

directs future performance t~ward an increase in correct response. 

Informative feedback usually consists.of verbal statements concerning 

the degree af appropriate performance. 

Achievement Motivation 

Based upcm the work Gf McClelland, et al. (1953), Atkinscm (1957) 

9 

and Atkinscm and Feather (1966) and in the traditiGn of the "expectancy 

x value" framework, achievement motivation refers tc:> a theoretical 

construct develeped in explanation Gf individual differences in the 

arGusal, directicm, intensity and persistence of achievement behavi0r. 

Achievement-eriented striving is characterized by behavior in which 

there is c0mpetition with an internally-based "standard ef excellence. 11 
~, ' •, . ' 
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Sensory Modality 

As defined by Bissell, White and Zivin (Lesser, 1971), sensory 

m0dality refers to a particular sensory system er perceptual channel 

utilized by the individual in his interaction with environmental 

stimuli. Specifically, the different sensory modalities compliment the 

sense organs employed in the act of seeing (visual), hearing (audi

tory), touching (tactile) and feeling internally (kinesthetic). 

Sensory Modality Preference 

Sensory modality preference designates that particular sensory 

input channel that is preferred by the learner in his interactien with 

the envir0nment. Although a theoretical distinction between sensery 

modality strength (aptitude) and- p·reference is recegnized, clarificatien 

is provided through definition of an assessed strength as an individual 

learner preference. The overall strength of a particular sensory 

modality preference is established through psychometric techniques 

designed to differentiate levels of task perfermance based upon cumu

lative preference ranking scores within each modality. 

Hypotheses 

The 0bjective of the present investigation was to evaluate the 

main and interactive function ef extrinsic reinf0rcement, achievement 

motivation and sensery modality preference on subsecp:Ient task perfor

mance in the ,pre-.primary schoel setting. 

Based upon the overall expl0ratory nature of the st:udy, the 

fellowing null 'hypo'theses were set forth : 



1. There is no significant difference in visual discrimination 

task performance of kindergarten children under various ex~ 

trinsic reinforcement conditiens. 

11 

2. There is ne significant difference in visual discriminatien 

task performance of kindergarten children under twe levels of 

achievement motivation. 

3. There is no significant difference in visual discrimination 

task performance of kindergarten children under various levels 

of sensory modality preference. 

4. There is ne significant global interaction between extrinsic 

reinforcement, achievement motivation and sensory modality 

preference in predicting visual discrimination task perform

ance in kindergarten children. 

S. Level ef achievement metivatien will net significantly inter

act with extrinsic reinforcement conditions in predicting 

visual discrimination task performance in kindergarten 

children. 

6, Sensory modality preferences will not significantly interact 

with extrinsic reinforcement cenditiens in predicting visual 

discrimination task performance in kindergarten children. 

7. Level ef achievement motivation will net significantly inter

act with sensory modality preferences in predicting visual 

discrimination task performance in kindergarten children. 

Assumptions and Limitations 

It was assumed in the present investigation that each ef the 

experimental treatment conditions, specifically verbal, concrete and 
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cembination verbal-concrete extrinsic reinfercement, provided a rein

forcing effect to the promotion sf learning. This assumption is based 

upon the recognition that in order ts establish meaningful comparisons 

between experimentally manipulated variables, each level of extrinsic 

reinforcement should be of maximum effectiveness for that particular 

group. Selectien of the levels of the stimulus variable was based upon 

recommendations outlined in previous research. 

An additienal assumpticm based upon the selection of achievement 

motivation as an organismic variable was the theoretical belief that 

achievement striving is clearly established prier to the child's enroll

ment in kindergarten. This centention is supported by McClelland (1958) 

and Atkinson (1958). B0th authors report that individual differences in 

achievement motivation can be clearly assessed at the age of five years. 

Since all subjects participating in the study ranged between 5.4 and 6.2 

years of age, measurements of achievement motivation utilized in the 

statistical analysis are assumed to be valid indicators of overall 

achievement striving. 

A discussion of several specific limitations to the experimental 

effort appears relevant. Most notably, generalizatien ef the findings 

appear limited by p()pulaticm characteristi·cs. . Subjects for the study 

were drawn from population representative ef a single school district 

covering a limited geographical area. Consequently, any generalization 

of the findings should not be initiated without due regard for the 

unique characteristics ef the participants in the present investigation. 

In additien, generalizatien ef the results of the study were 

equally limited by external validity problems inherent in the research 

design. What might be censidered a "Hawtherne Effect" was most likely 
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pres ent throughout the experimental procedures due to the unique mech

anical aspects of the administration ef treatment conditions. The 

effect produced by the novelty of the experimental setting was grad

ually reduced as the study continued. Since the sample was continu

ously being exposed to innovative learning experiences throughout the 

year, this effect may be considered generally. minimized. However, the 

external validity preblems and the special characteristics of the 

sample allow the generalization of experimental findings to be somewhat 

limited to regional kindergarten groups with similar experiences. 

A final limitation of the research was derived from the fact that 

the sample size employed was marginally appropriate te facilitate 

statistical analysis of the variables employed. Specifically, the 

classification of subjects based upen sensory me>dality preferences 

established an uneven distribution ef data frequencies within each cell. 

Statistical techniques previding estimates of some cell means were 

necessitated, However, since fllUCh of the research was exploratory in 

nature, this limitation dees net appear to limit the usefulness ef the 

findings. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW ©F THE LITERATURE 

Differential Extrinsic Reinfercement 

Effectiveness 

Intreductiem te Reinfercement Theory 

Withi,t;\ .• a scheel settill;g, extrinsically-based reinforcement may be 

c0nceptualize_d as eperating under four basic centingencies: (1) reward

p.resented,, (2) reward'."'"withheld, (3) punishmen·t-presented and (4) pun

is,hm~nt"1w~thhel_d. In theery, all four combinatiGns--may .be utilized in 

the. scheel learn:i.1;1g 'envir:Gnment. Hewever, fer the specific ,purposes ef 

this• res·earch ef fert, r~inf0rcement was .evaluated under the "reward

presented" · cemd,itien exclusively. Contingencies ef reinfercement ·pre..;. 

meted ;as .~a., result ,.,1:>f the reward...,presented cencept are cemmenlyo referred 

ta as , posit-ive ·reinforcement. Likewise, positive reinfercement is 

defin_ed- .;i.s any ''._env:irenmentaLevent that inc'reases the pr:e,bability of. 

reac.c.ur-renc~ ~f the specific behavior .it follews. -Hedges H :97r2) and 

Lip,e: ,-,an_d , Jung (1971) suggest ·that pesitive reinfercement appears ·mast 

P,eJ:pf,ul when the learning ta be accomplished is very ·basts in nature:. 

This appr0ach aids1 in the develepment of p-r.e-learning sk1lls:,_ espe

cially for th0se students at- the pre.,..pr-imary sch001. level. 

The applicatien ef .,,reinferc_ement theory is currently a predeminant 

farce in the educati enal technelc:Jgy employed in today's scheels. The 

14 
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development ef curricular materials containing supplemental systems ef 

reinforcement has enhanced a new era of instruction. P0sitive rein

forcement can be administered in a variety of ways. To date, most 

cennnon forms have included verbal praise, verbal information, social 

approval and concrete or material reward. Early education pre-primary 

school pro grams, specifically preschool and kindergarten, accurately 

reflect the multiple uses ef· reinfercement in the s-choel setting. 

Urlich, Louissel and Wo~fe (1971) have demenstrated such innova

tive techniques through develepment of the "Learning Village" preg-ram. 

This learning . environment ·. for 2. 5 to 5. 0 year old children- provides 

various ·types of reinforcement in an attempt to initiate a:nd perpetuate 

desired behaviors. Social reinforcement such as -praise and attentive

ness tG> the ·child·' s pasi tive behaviors was used extensively. A system 

employing the commonly used . token eci:momy cencept was also established 

to satisfy the child's inherent need for material reward (e.g., a piece 

of candy). A basic · assumptien pf · the Learning .Village was that . p0si

tive · reinfercement is more ·succes.sful than . negative reinforcement . in the 

establ±shment ef •desired behaviors. This view is, likewise, centra l to 

current research efferts. 

The EarJ.y Training .Project for ·Children (Gray, Klaus, Miller and · 

Farrester, 1.966) was an earlier example 0f . the app1icatien of reinfor.ee

mem.t -theory .ta the learning sit:uation. 0nce again, p0sitive reinforce

ment was .generally thought tG be more effective, especially in instances · 

where new responses were be:Lng .formed. As a dii:ect ·autcame af ·the . 

project, several abservations far the ef.fective use af 'reinforeement in 

dealing with culturally disadvantaged pre-primary schoel children· were 

made . These include: 



1. The culturally disadvantaged ch~ld generally receives less 

reinforcement fer his behavior. 
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2. The reinforcement of the culturally disadvantaged child is 

somewhat less adult administered than that of the middle-class 

child. 

3. The reinforcement the culturall y disadvantaged child receives 

is most likely non- material. 

· 4. The reinforcement ef the culturally disadvantaged child is 

directed more towards inhibiting behavior than it is toward 

enc<mraging explorat0ry activities (p . 7-8). 

In light of these observations, the authers ef the Early Training 

Project suggested that rewards me>st success f ul initially with ·a cultur

ally disadvantaged child will be innnediate, p0sitive and non-verbal. 

Material reward (i.e., toys, candy, etc.) is an example which ·is con

sistently used in present-day learning environments. 

With a variety af reinforc~ment cGnditi0ns available for use ·in 

the schcrnl setting, it is impartant te determine their effectiveness · 

with specific populati0ns of students. The remainder of the extrinsic 

reinforcement literature review will address the relative utility of 

several reinfo.rcement conditiems in the promotion af learning. General 

trends will be ·discussed and areas of disagreement and contradictien 

analyzed. · 

The Verbal ·Reinforcement Paradigm 

In reviewing .the literature relevant te this investigati0n, it is 

advantageous te initially consider findings · in the area ef verbal rein

£0rcement ; In general, the student most likely must utilize three · 



sources of information available te hi'Ill if learning is to take place: 

(1) verbal er written directicms, (2) some type af ·external st·imuli 
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and (3) infcnmative feedback. Inf0rmative feedback pr0vides informa

tion regarding the apprepriate way the subject is expected ta respond 

on future trials (the correctness 0f his response). It is impertant to 

nete, theref0re, that variations in the amount of feedback and the 

actual nemenclatu~e of the reinforcement affect the overall task 

performance, 

Studies designed to compare the types Gf Verbal Reinforcement 

Combinations (V.R.C.) have reported rather consistent results. In a 

landmark study in this area, Buss and Buss (1956) employed three 

V.R.C. 's t0 study their effect on conceptual discriminati0n learning in 

children, The experimenter reinforced each subject's response by say

ing "Right" after a correct resp0nse, ·"Wrong", after an incerrect re- · 

sp0nse (R-W Condition); "nothing" fer a correct response, "Wrong" for 

an incorrect response (n-W Ccmditien); and "Right" for a correct re

spcmse, "nGthing" fc:lr an incGrrect respense (R-n Cendition). Results 

indicated that grcmps receiving R-W and n-W reinforcement combinations 

both produce significantly superior performance when compared to the 

R-.n reinforcement combinati0n, and differed little from each other.

Similar findings were reperted by Miller and Moffat (1970), Curry 

(1960) and Spence (1966a.), 

In a study at the preschool level, Spence and DuntGn (1967) found 

that lower-class subjects reinforced by the "Right-Wreng" verbal rein

fercement combinatien were superier in performance on a . twe-alternative 

discriminatien task to subjects receiving the "Right-nGthing" · and 

"nething-Wrong" cGmbinati0ns. Similar trends were rep0rted by Meyer 
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and Seidman (1961). Although Meyer and Seidman did net obtain a sig

nificant difference in their comparis.cms, they did rep0rt a c0nsistent 

superiority in the R-W reinforcement cembinati0n. 

Such censideratiens are important t0 the present study. If 

c0mparisens between verbal and 0ther nen-verbal reinforcement con-

di t iens are to be meaningful, the selection of the most effective 

verbal reinfCi>rcement combinatien is essential. Results of studies 

employing verbal reinforcement combinations could possibly reveal 

implications fer future research in the area of non-verbal reinforcement. 

Empirical Evidence Related -to Bifferential 

Reinfercement Effectiveness 

A basic controversy prevalent in the reinforcement literature is 

in the determination ef the most effective incentive fer learning. 

Numerous types and cembinaticms of reinforcement have been- investigated. 

The manipulati0n 0f a variety of parameters including age level, socio

ecanomic status, intelligence and task complexity has led to serious 

ccmtradictiens in reported findings. In simplified terms, reinforce

ment can be conceptualized as a dichotomy consisting of either concrete 

rewards or symbG>lic reinf0rce'rs. Concrete rewards include such in

centives as candy, takens er teys. A light flash, bell, verbal praise 

or verbal performance-oriented information are all examples ef symbolic 

reinfGrcers. In most cases, the study ef the relative effects of rein

forcement ccmditians is enhanced by the combination 13£ several rein

forcement techniques with a variety of subject- .and task-oriented 

variables. Such manipulaticm Gf the experimental variables has led to 

increasingly camplex designs and a consequent wide variation 0f 
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empirical findings. 

· · In an early study performed by Terrell and Kennedy (1957), the 

effects ef verbal praise, reproof, candy and token rewards on the 

learning of a simple discrimination task were investigated. The task 

involved the acquisition of a buttc:m-pushing response t0 the larger of 

two three-dimensional geometric objects. Subjects included in the 

study were 160 feur, five, eight and nine year eld children. All rein

farcement cenditiens were accempanied by a light flash. Results indi

cated that the candy reward group was significantly superior in per

fermance on the discrimination task to subjects receiving all other 

reinforcement conditions. Terrell, Durkin and Wiesley (1959) performed 

a similar study which included socioeconomic status ef the child as an 

additional erganismic variable. Subjects consisted of lower- and 

middle-class five, six, ten and eleven year olds. A strikingly sig

nificant interaction effect was found between reinfercement type and 

s0cial · c1ass. Lawer-class chil~ren perfermed significantly better under 

the material reward condition (candy) than when administered non

material reinfcncement. Converse findings were reperted fsr middle

class children. Cameron and Storm (1967), Cradler and Goodwin (1971) 

and Reiner (1972) all report similar findings in studies utilizing a 

variety of tasks as criterion measures. 

Zigler and EleLabry (1962) compared the effectiveness of tangible 

rewards (a tGken to be exchanged for a. tGy) with intangible reinforce

ment (verbal infermatien) on a concept switching card serting perf0rm

ance task in six year old elementary ·sch00l children. Three greups ef 

s ubjects were used: lewer-class, middle-class and educ ab le mental·ly

handicapped children. Results confirmed the f i ndings ef previ0us' 
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research. Middle-clas s subjects performed significantly better on the 

concept switching task under the intangible reinforcement conditien. 

The lower-class and retarded children's performance was significantly 

improved under the tangible reward cendition . 

It appears at this point that concret e rewards in t he form of 

candy were found to be significantly more ef fective in the promotion of 

learning in lower-class children. Hassett (1970) attempted to extend 

these findings by comparing the effectiveness of money, candy, personal 

praise, and performance-directed praise on a marble-dropping task in 

four lower- class cultural groups. The 72 subjects represented Anglo, 

Black, Navaho and Spanish-American elementary schoel chil dren. Based 

upon the findings, the author indicated that candy differed signifi

cantly fr0m the 0ther three·-' reward conditicms. No interaction be tween 

cultural background and reinf0rcement condition was found. The con

tention that material rewards are more effective in lower-class chil

dren's learning was supported • . Most importantly, the findings per

mitted generalization across cultural groups to be meaningful. 

Implications based on empirical evidence that material reinforce

ment. is markedly superior to other reinforcement centingencies in 

lower-class ·children's learning are suggested by Terrell, Durkin and 

Wiesley (1959). The authors argue that substantial evrdence exists to 

indicate that parents of middle-class children place a greater emphasis 

on learning for l earning' s s ake than de parents of l ower - class children. 

However, more recent research has not consistently found a superi 

ority in the e f fectiveness of material reinf 0rcers on lower-class chil

dren 1 s l earning . For example . Tiber and Kennedy (1964) were unable tG 

report a si·gnificant social class difference in intelligence test 



performance due to reinforcement type. White and Black seven-eight 

year old elementary school subjects were randomly assigned to four in

centive greups: verbal praise, verbal repreof, candy reward and con

trol. The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, form D-M, was used as the 

criterion measure. Specific experimental treatments were administered 

after each subtest. Results indicated that no significant difference 

between incentive groups was identified. Also, no interaction effect 

between incentive group and socioeconemic status was found. However, 

the auther did report a significant main effect based upon 0verall 

socioeconomic status greup perf0rmance. 
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Under this analysis, it was evidenced that White Middle_.Class sub

jects were superiar te White Lower-Class subjects in task performance. 

In turn, White Lewer-Class subjects perfermed at a superier level when 

compared te Black Lewer-Class subject p.erformance. 

In a similar study, Kulberg (1967) generally supperted these find

ings using first, fifth and ninth grade chil dren as subj:ects. Specifi-. 

call_y, she did not find a significant s0cial class difference in_, learn,.

ing with respect t8 reinforcement condition. However, Kulberg did re'

port superiet task performance for first grade .male children -receivi_ng 

a taken in contrast tG candy or verbal praise. The candy and -verbal 

praise cenditions were .superier ta the token and ·perfermance cenditiens 

f0r fifth . grade beys. No differences were found fer ninth grade sub

jects. Implications drawn fr<:>m the .research suggest that extrinsic · 

rein:fGrcement effectiveness : may func:t·ion differentially based upon age

spe·cific characterist-ics ef the subjects. 

Cernius (1968)., empl0ying a card sorting task with lewer-class 

boys frem grades first to feurth, found differences between his 
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reinforcement conditi0ns tc:> be non-s:f..gnt'f·t cant. An in-tangible reward 

was used in which the· subjects were teld. "Right" after each correct 

s0rting respcmse and 11 Wrang 11 after each incerrect sorting · resp0nse. In 

addition, a tangible reward conditfon was employed in which the in

tangible rewards plus token chips to · be· exchanged for teys acted as a 

combined· incentive. Unikel·, Strain and· Adams '(-1969) replicated these 

findings at· the presche0l level, suggesting that reinforcement effec

tiveness based upon age-specific variables is, at best, tentative. 

In a c0mparative study of reinf0rcement contingencies in presch00l 

children·, · Teager and Stern (1969) rept>rt'ed non-significance in their 

comparisen of a variety of extrinsica'.Lly-based incentives facilitating 

task performance . Subjects utili-zed, in the study consisted of 21 Black 

children from 45 to 65 mcniths ef age . The children were randomly 

assigned to three treatment greups: Treatment 1--token reinf0rcement 

(raisins), chemic.al feedback (green er red l:Lght f ilash 'indi-cat:l,ng a 

cG"rrect a..r i ncorrect re1:1ponse), and verbal infor:matien; Treatment 2-,.,. 

verbal reinforcement (praise) , chemical feedback and verbal infermatfon 

and Treatment 3--chemical feedback and verbal infermation only. A 

paired;...assaciate task was empl0yed· as a measure of reinfeircement ef fec

tiveness. An examination 0f the findings revealed that altheugh teken 

reinfarc·ement pr0ved te be mere potent, differences did net reach a 

level ef· significance. Teager and Stern did 0bserve ,. hewever, that 

ncme ef the effective types Gf reinforcement appear necessary. He 

suggests that children can learn te use feedback stimuli as infermatiein 

signals and: t ransfer their informative value to extremely different 

learning situatiens. This implies that the use sf mechanical apparatus 

(a light flash, bell, etc . ) in learning situations can prove t@ be 
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quite beneficial in the premetion of subsequent task perfermance. 

0ther cemparative studies investigating a variety ef reinforcement 

cenditiens again repert similar findings . McGrade (1968) cempared the 

performance of lower- and middle~class children en a size-shape dis

crimination task. No significant main er interacti on effects were 

found in the comparisen of verbal, visual (signal light) and material 

(candy) reward. Uselmann (1971) reported similar results in the 

cemparison ef material,- physical (an embrace, hug) and verbal rein

forcement en a marble-in-the-who game for prescheol children. 

A significant bedy of evidence, however , has been established te 

support the hypothesis that symbolic rei nforcement, essentially verbal 

in nature , generates superior perfermance in beth lower- · and middle

class children's learning. Spence (1966) studied the effects ef 

varieus respense- ccmtingent reinfercers on preblem-solving behavier in 

children. Subj_ects ef three age levels (four-five, seven-eight and 

ten-eleven) were selected from ~ewer- and middle-class backgrounds. 

The experiment utilized three levels of reinforcement (Reward, Punish

ment and Reward-Punishment) and within each of these verbal reinforcers 

("Right" and "Wrong'')· and non-verbal reinforcers (candy and a raucous 

sound). A two-alternative discrimination learning task was employed to 

measure reinforcement effectiveness . Based upon the results, the auther 

reported that beth middle-class and lower-class children performed 

better when administered symbolic rather than the material rewards. 

Spence and Segner (1967) replicated these findings with lewer-class and 

middle- class eight and nine year old elementary school children. 

Replicatian Gf such findings at the preschool level differed an 

several points . Spence and Bunten (1967) reported that not enly the 
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candy-blank treatment conditien but aise the "Right''-blank (as 0ppesed 

to the "Right"-"Wr0ng11 and blank-"Wreng") verbal reinforcement con

diticms were markedly less effective in the facilitatien ef task per

formance. In additien, review of group means suggests that the lewer

class prescheol children perfermed at an equivalent level under beth 

reward-punishment cenditiens. Results did confirm the inferiority of 

the candy-reward c0nditi0n when cempared te ether farms of symbelic 

reinforcement fer middle~class children. 

Expanding this line ef research, Spence (1970) ence again observed 

a candy reward inferi0rity in an investigation of the effects 0f a 

light signal, bean (to be exchanged fer candy) and candy en discrimina

tion learning in !ewer-class and middle-class secend and third grade 

children. The results clearly cenfirm the findings ef the investigat

er' s previeus research on discriminatien: The use of material rein

fercers produces significantly p00rer perf0rmance in task perfermance 

when compared to symbelic rewaros. However, although not statistically 

tested, c0ntenti0n that both lower- and middle-class children found 

candy less metivating and rewarding then symbelic rein£0rcers appears 

questionable, Spence (197©) suggests that the specific reinfercement 

precedures employed with the children receiving candy rewards may have 

distracted their attenti0n frGm the task. This "distraction effect" 

may possibly be· generalized te include any reinfercement precedure 

using a mechanical apparatus in its administration. 

In a test af the IDistractibility Hypothesis, Ferrell (1968) re

ported that 10wer-class presch00l children demenstrated a superiar 

level of perfermance en a marble-dr0pping task under verbal reinferce~ 

ment_ cenditiens. Subjects in the candy, negative verbal punishment and 
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the combined candy plus verbal reinfsrcement conditiens performed at an 

inferior rate. Based upon the inclusion ef the combination candy-verbal 

reinforcement conditi~n, the findings imply that candy acted not enly as 

an inferier reinforcer, but actually hindered performance. Teager and 

Stern. (1969) als0 neted a distraction effect exemplified by his use of 

a variety of mechanical apparatus. He reported that his preschool sub

jects demenstrated a degree of emotional side effects during the test

ing sessions. However, such support fer the distractibility hypothesis 

must be considered tentative based upon reports in the form of behav

ioral ebservatiens rather than experimental manipulati0n. 

In examining the empirical evidence, it appears that the evalua

tion of the distractibility of specific response contingent rewards has 

net been adequate. Marshall (1969), in a study of 160 White kinder

garten children, examined twe classes sf reinfercers--material and 

symbolic (verbal). As a measure of reinforcement effectiveness, the 

High S.E.S. and Lew S.E.S. subj~cts participated in an interesting and 

uninteresting game (celer discrimination task). The author reperted 

that verbal reinforcement, when administered immediately, was effective 

fer beth High S.E.S. and Lew S.E.S. groups. A distractiGn effect was 

noted in that material reward impeded the performance ef bath secie

ecenemic groups. The investigat0r suggests that an experimental design 

in which the material reward is given enly after criterien is reached 

instead ef after each cGrrect response would significantly reduce the 

distractibility Elf the reinf0rcement, In additien to the distracti0n 

effect, an interactisn effect between reinforcement conditions and task 

interest level was evi'denced. The implicaticm drawn f rem the r esearch 

suggests that the type ef task employed ceuld be largely respensible 
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fer many ef the inconsistencies reperted in the reinforcement litera

ture. The contentien of an inherent task-specific x reinforcement c€ln

ditien interaction was, likewise, supported by Spence and Dunton (1967); 

Unikel, Strain and Adams (1969); Cradler and Goodwin (1971) and Hodges 

(1972). 

In a study conducted by Blair (1972), the major purpose was te 

evaluate the distractibility of material rewards under several differ

ent reinforcement procedures. Reward conditions administered to the 

nine year ald subjects included consumable (candy), nen-censumable (tey 

prize), taken censumable (a bean for candy) and token non-consumable 

(a bean for a tey prize). In accord with the results, Blair indicated 

that all reinforcement conditions initiated similar levels of perform

ance. In addition, no significant distractibility effects were iden

tified. These findings do not support the contention of Marshall 

(1969) that material rewards administered under a system ef token rein

fercement would be less distrac~ing than the distributiGn of consumable 

rewards immediately after each correct response. However, it is sug

gested that certain reinforcement cenditions using token procedures may 

be less distracting than otherso Spence (1970) reported that a light 

signal used as a token was less distracting than a bean as· a t0ken for 

lower-class children. The reverse was true for middle-class children. 

The study of distractibility in reinforcement events was continued 

in an investigation at the preschool level by Farber (1971). The re

search compared the effectiveness of verbal and candy reinfercement on 

the learning of 72 lower-class Black children. A c0mbinati0n 0f the 

twe reward condition$ was also studied te determine if the material re

ward .. :displayed a distracting effect. As a measure of reinforcement 
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effectiveness, a two-choice discriminatfon task using ·three-dimensional 

geometric figµres was emplGyed. Results were ccmsistent with these 

repG'rted by Spence and Segn'er .(196 7), _Spence and F>unten (196 7) ap.d 

Ferrell ('.1:968) • The childre:n' s p1=:rfonnance . was superj:or under the ver

bal reinferceme:nt ccmditipn in ·cemparison to candy reward , Alee, in 

agre~ment with Blair (1972), materi al reward was net found ta· act as a 

dieitractor 'inhibiting task perfermance. In light ef t):ie empirical 

evid~nce presehted te this p~int, it w0uld he appropriate to s uggest 

:that c:ertain inc.opsi~tencies: in the analysis of the distractien effect 

ef material rewards on subsequent task performance warrants a recen

ceptualizatien ef the issue. 

The. i ·ndividual·' s past histery ef · reinfercement is an additional 

parameter critical te. the study of reinforcement effecti·veness· in 

learning., Baren (1966) · suggests that ". • • it · seems necessary te put 

less st.rees en the cGmplex personality cha-racteris·tics ef the indivi

dual and more stress an · the char.act eris tics· of ·the · secial reinf0rcement 

hiStery itself (L·e •. , the .frequency, iP:tensity and :variabil:ity CJf past 

sec:lal r .ewards}l' (p. 527). Such .a cententien assumes that the indivi

dual's past h:Lstary ef sec:lal ;reinforcement. establishes a persenal, . 

baseline fram which he assesses engein.g $0Cia1 .reinfGrcement as it is· 

presented. This individual preference level tends ta in.fluen~e· the 

sp~ci.fipi in~eractions between, t:he· individual .and the reinf ercing . agent •. 

Rie],<en ( 19~2 ) re~~rs. to. these ' i nterperaenal trans actiqns: as .a proces s 

ef ccmtinueus·· bargaining bet:ween. th,e Subje·ct .and ,the E"J<;per.imenter;. At . 

ti·mes, the Sul:>ject may net cqnsider the· reinftlrcen an. adequate:. excha,nge 

f or s .pec-i-fi.c perife.rmance r equiremen;ts expe 0 tecl e f h i m. I n additi<m, 

UseJ.mann (•197;10 a-rguea that .the administrati9n of sec-ial - reinfo.rcement. ~· 
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although intended te previde ·a p0sitive incentive would inherently pro

vide a negative condition if it is net in accord with the · individual's 

previously :established baseline level 0f reinforcement expectatien, 

There appears ta be three reas0ns to support such a statement: 

1. Fu,ture disappointment--the subject ·feels he may .not live. up to 

the ·expectation and therefore fail himself and the reinfercing · 

agent. 

2. Guilt feelings--the reinforcing agent is being given a false · 

impressicm ef the capabilities af ' this subject and therefore 

the subject feels guilt. 

3. Credibility 0f the reinforcing agent..--the subject is wary 0f · 

the seurce of reinfercement and is concerned abcrnt possible 

ulterior motives of the reinfercing agent (p. 4). 

It seems clear that an individual's past history 0f reinforcement pro

vides a pC:>tentially useful theoretical conceptualization related· to the 

current state 0f his reward pre~erences. Such consideratians may be · 

extremely applicable to the determinaticm of effective ·modes of rein

f0rcement in learning. 

Another factor, task complexity; appears to be related te s0me of 

the . incc:msistencies rep0rted in the aforementioned studies. Farber 

(1971) made the observation that studies rep0rting tangible ·reward 

superierity fer lower-class subjects empl oyed marble dropping or sort

ing .tasks. These ·tasks are ·relatively simple in thei'r configuration:. 

Comparatively, studies reporting :a general inferic::irity ef tangible re

ward effectiveness used size discrimination and concept switching tasks 

which are clea:t:ly more difficult . Spence and Bunton (1967) alse 

suggested the existence Gf an interactiem effect between reinforcement 
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c0nditi0n and task difficulty. 

In a test ef the hypothesis of task-specific differences in rein

forcement effectiveness, Kirwin (1968) directly investigated· the 

effects of task difficulty on learning. In a study .involving lower

class second and third grade children, a discriminaticm or c0nceptual 

task at two levels of difficulty was administered. Reinf0rcement con

diticms included material (light and candy) and mm-material (light 

flash only) reward. Ccmtrary t0 expectations 0f a task complexity 

x reinforcement conditi<:m-interacti0n effect, n0 significant diffetences · 

were found. Perhaps. a replicati0n 0f ·the study using verbal reinforce

ment ·as the non-material reward c0nditi0n wc:iuld enhance the findings. 

In a comprehensive, multidimensional study ·of reinf0rcement 

effectiveness, Reiner (1972) investigated the independent and inter

active effects of several ·variables apparently related to learning, 

These included ·the type 0f reinforcement, type E:1f task, .grade level, 

sc:icial class, and sex. LGwer- and middle-class subjects from the first, 

third and fifth grades were administered a sample 0f pr0blem~s0lving 

and me>tor-learning tasks . Three reinforcement ccmditiens were admin

istered; namely, knowledge of results (correct and inc0rrect), social 

reinf0rcement ("you're deing fine," "very good") and material reinforce

ment, Indicative ef the general findings presented in the literature, 

a four-way interaction between type ef reinfercement, type of task, 

social class and grade level was found. Implicaticms drawn frGm these 

results indicate that bread generalizatic:ins of reinf0rcement theory to 

learning situations are relatively limited at the present time. With 

the knowledge· of the main and interactive effects of these ·and ather 

variables, it may be possible to empl0y the most effective reinf0rcers 



for particular children on specif it tasks. Table I prc:ivides a summary 

0f the experimental evidence reported in the discussi0n to this 'point. 

In conjunction with the literature review, Table I provides sufficient 

clarificatien to justify the need fer further experimental effort di

rected t0ward the extrinsic reinforcement conceptual framework. 

Due to the rather large array 0f inconsistencies reported in the 

literature, the author (Litwin, 1974) attempted to study the differen

tial reinforcement effects ef four levels 0f extrinsic reinforcement. 

The sample for the study consisted of 28 disadvantaged preschool chil

dren enrolled in the Project for Infant Development and Evaluation 

(P.R.I.B.E.) at West Chester State College·. A Latin Square Design· was 

employed as the experimental design and method of evaluation. Levels 

of the experimental treatment condition included verbal, visual, audi

tory and gustatory reinforcement. ©verall treatment effectiveness was 

measured by subject performance scores on fcmr two-choice discrimina

tion learning tasks, These inst.rumen ts were specifically ccmstructed 

for use with the sample participating in the study. 

3© 

Testing was accomplished during a four-week period. Measurements 

of treatment effectiveness were operationally defined as the total num

ber of correct responses for each subject on each of the four tasks. 

Primarily fun.cticming as a treatment ccmdition, verbal reinf0rcement 

supplied information concerning the correctness of the respc.mse and 

perfermance- directed praise. Visual, auditory and gustatory reinforce

ment was represented by a green light flash, a ringing bell and the 

distributiGn of a sugared cereal, respectively; all presented upon a 

correct response. 

Bas~d upon the results Gf the study, it was suggested that each 



Year Author CA 

1957 Ter rell and 4-5, 
Kennedy 8-9 

1959 Terrell, Durki n 5-6 , 
and Wiesley 10- 11 

1962 Zi gler and 6 
DeLabry 

1964 Tiber and 7- 8 
Kennedy 

1966 Spence 4-5, 
7-8 , 
10- 11 

1967 Kul berg 6, 10 , 
14 

1967 Spence and 5 
Dunton 

1968 Cerni us 6, 9 

1968 Mc Grade . 7- 8 

1968 Ferrell 4-5 

TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF STUDIES REVIEWED RELATED TO THE DI FFERENTIAL 
EFFECTIVENESS OF EXTRINSI C REINFORCEMENT 

LC-MC Task Treatment s 

x Di sc.-Button (VP, VR , M, T) 
Push i ng Li ght Flash 

x x Disc. KOR, M 

x x Concept Switching KOR, T 

x x Stanf ord-Binet VP, VR, T, Control 

x x Di sc. Rewar d (KOR, M), 
Punishment (Auditory) , 
Reward + Punishment 

x x Paired Associ a t e VP , KOR, T, M 

x x Dis c. KOR, M 

x Card Sor ting KOR, KOR+ T 

x x Di sc. V, Sy , H 

x Marb l e Dr op VP , VR, M, VP + M 

s NS Comments 

x M (Candy) 
Hass et t (1970)-MC 

x KOR > M for MC 

x KOR > T for MC ; 
T > KOR for LC, EMH 

x MC (White) > LC (White) 
> LC (Black) 

x KOR > M 

x T > M, VP , KOR (1s t 
grade boys ); M, V > T, 
KOR (5-th gr ade boys ) 

x KOR > M fo r MC 

x Uni kel , Strain, Adams 
(1969) -preschool 

x Usel~ann (1971)-
Pres chool 

x VP > VR, M, VP + M 
*Distracti bility w Hypot hesis f...> 



TABLE I (CONCLUDED) 

Year Author CA LC-MC Task Treatments s NS Comments 

1968 Kirwin 7-8 x Disc.; Conceptual M (Candy+ Light), x *Distractibility 
Sy (Light) Hypothesis: NS 

1969 Teager and 4-5 x Paired-Associate (1) T, Sy, KOR x Raisins, Green/Red 
Stern (2) VP, Sy, KOR Light 

(3) Sy, KOR 

1969 Marshall 5-6 x x Color Disc.; VP, KOR, M x Task x Reinforcer 
Interest Level VP, KOR > M for MC 

Immediate VP > Delayed 
M 

1970 Spence 7-8 x x Verbal Disc. KOR, M, T x KOR > M 

1971 Farber 3-5 x Geometric Figure VP +KOR, M, x VP + KOR > M, 
Disc . VP + KOR+ M VP + KOR+ M > M 

*Distractibility 
Hypothesis: NS 

1972 Blair 9 x Disc. M (Toy, Candy); x *Distractibility 
T, VP, KOR Hypothesis: NS 

VP, KOR> M 

1972 Reiner 6, 8, x x Motor; Problem VP, KOR, H x Reinforcer x Task x 
10 Solving SES x CA 

.VP = Verbal Praise MC = Middle Class 
VR = Verbal Reproof LC = Lower Class 
M = Material S = Significant 
T = Token NS = Non- significant 
KOR = Knowledge of Results CA = Chronological Age 
Sy = Symbolic (Light Flash, Bell) Disc. = Discriminati on \,.) 

tv 
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level of the treatment csndition previded s0me degree ef reinfercing 

value in the premetien ef discriminatien learning. Nan-significant 

main effects were feund f1:>r greup and eccasien differences. Results 

did indicate a significant experimental treatment maiu effect at the 

o.cn level. It w·as feund that the verbal reinf1ncement cenditien was 

superier in perf0rmance ta the visual, auditery and gustatery rew~r.d 

cenditiens. All ether multiple cemparisens of treatment effectiveness 

yielded nan-significant results. 

In additiGn te the analysis ef main effects estab.lished ·prie_r te 

the study, a pest hec analys_is was. perfermed cemparing reinfercement · 

preferences fer high and law achievers based upen task perfermance 

scares. The assessment found incensistent results at the twe achieve-

ment levels. Low achievers were feund te pe·rferm equally well under 

all reinfarcement cenditic:ms. High achievers, c:m the · ether hand, . 

d~manstrated a significantly superiar level 0f perf0rmance under both 

verbal and. gustatory (cc:increte) · ,reinforcement.. In addi tien, the 

effectiveness ef these twa cenditic:ms differed li.ttle from each ether. 

Up0ri inspection of ·the raw data, it wa~ theor~zed that such differences - · 

in the findings between high and · fow achievers were .attributed te the 
~ 

relativeiy high frequency ef chance level scares included in the anal-

ysis. The theG.retical implicatfons ·suggested. by this develapment · 

appears of crucial imp0rtance if clarif icati0n Gf the empirical data is 

to be realized. 

The major findings of the author's previous research suppor.t the 

thearetical positiems put forth by Spence and Segner (1967), Ferre.11 

(1968), Farber (1971) and ethers: Verbal reinforcement was signifi-

cantily mare effective than material rewards in the pram0ti0n ·of · 'lower-
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class preschool children's discrimination learning. However, several 

observations during the administraticm of treatment conditi0ns warrant 

further discussion. 

Although Litwin (1974) did not statistically test the function of 

material rewards as a distractor of attention, behavioral observations 

tend to provide further evidence of the occurrence of the phenomenon in 

the experimental setting. In concurrance with evidence gathered by 

Spence (1970) and Teager and Stern (1969), observational data clearly 

suggests an overall distractor-effect based upon presentation of non

verbal forms of extrinsic reinforcement. The mechanical aspects of the 

reward conditions: the light, bell and distribution of cereal, 

appeared to provide the epportunity to all0w competing responses t0 

interfere with subject performance. ©n the other hand, the verbal 

reinforcement condition appeared to provide the attention focus and 

informational feedback necessary to insure superior performance. How

ever, speculation of this nature .must be replaced with empirically

based supp0rt. Discrepancies in the literature cemcerning the dis

tract or effect of c0ncrete rewards as an inhibitor of task performance 

is i n need of further systematic analysis. 

The adoption of the classificatiens "High Achievers" and "Low 

Achievers" as a supplemental evaluative technique was selected for 

several reas0ns. Initially, such statistical analysis was perf ormed in 

order to obtain an additiona l leve l of agreement with the main findings 

ef the study. Evaluati on by achievement level also permi tted a closer 

study of the impact generated by chance level scores on the analysis of 

trea tment e f f ectiveness. In a ddi t i on, seve r al studies have r epor ted an 

interaction effect between achievement level and reinforcement 
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conditi0n. McKeachie (1973) found that higher achieving children per

form better under verbal reinforcement c0nditions, while low achievers 

learn better when they receive material rewards. These results are 

generally supp0rted by Blair (1972) and Zigler and DeLabry (1962). The 

earlier study did not support these contentions. Ne significant differ

ences were fGund between verbal and material reinforcement fer beth 

high and low achievers. However, due in part to the relatively small 

sample size empl0yed in the analysis, these findings should not be 

adopted without reservation. 

Most importantly and based upon the results obtained from the 

achievement level analysis, it may be argued that chance level sc0res 

had a significant effect on the GUtcome of the study. Although low 

achievers performed equally well under all treatment conditions, high 

achievement subjects ·were significantly superior in performance during 

verbal and gustatory reinforcement. What was expected was a similar 

distributi0n of treatment effectiveness at both achievement levels as 

found in the full sample size analysis. That is, verbal reinforcement 

was expected to be significantly more effective than visual audit0ry 

and gustatory reinforcement in children's learning. Such discrepancies 

in the results of the two forms of evaluation make apparent the impact 

of including chance level scores in the statistical analysis. The in

clusion of chance level scores in the evaluation of reinforcement 

effectiveness appears tv constitute a major me thodol0gical f l aw in 

reinforcement theory research. In all probability, the interaction of 

task differences with the selection 0f motivational devices is respon

sible far much of the incens istencies reported in t he literature. The 

utilization ef an unclear or relatively difficult learning task could 
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previde data containing an excessive number af chance level scares. 

MGst assuredly, the determination of effective mades of reinfarce

ment is a complex issue. Reinfarcers have been found ta interact with 

a variety of subject and situational variables to establish level of 

performance. At present, the generalizability ef reinforcement theory 

appears to be limited te particular subjects 0n specific learning 

tasks. Further research in the area 0£ differential reinforcement 

effectiveness utilizing a wide array of variables in the identification 

ef individual differences appears warranted. Such efforts are 

essential to the advance of educatienally-based instructional technology 

beyond its present state. 

Achievement Metivati0n 

Intr~duction to Achievement .Motivation 

In the previ0us sectien, the research evidence, although somewhat 

incensistent in its specific behavioral predictions, does advance 

sufficient justification toward the utilization of extrinsically-based 

incentives te increase academic perfermance. In a similar fashion, 

meat educat0rs will agree that an additional significant variable 

affecting clas.sr00m perfermance is the student's inherent motivati0.n 

teward achievement when cenfr0nted with an academic task. However, at 

the present time, theoretical speculatien and empirical evidence con

cerning the understanding, prediction and subsequent centrel of class

room performance is, at best, incongruous. Currently, theoretical cen

cerns have not been adequately translated intG a language useful te the 

classr0om teacher. 
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These unsuccessful efforts te apply psych0l0gical theory te edu

cati0nal situations have not led to a systemic academic theory of 

achievement motivation. Kagan (1971), fer example, argues that the 

initial step in the educational experiences of any child must be to 

either enhance er maintain his desire to learn. Continued efforts at 

the development of achievement-related metivation toward academic 

success in school is of paramount importance. Efforts in this direc

tion must readily include consideration of environmental factors, e.g., 

extrinsic system 0f reinforcement, in support 0f achievement-oriented 

behavior. Such efforts should be included as a major component in 

current curricular and instructional programs. Attainment of this geal 

is certainly a complex problem. However, if education is to deal 

effectively with individual differences in children, environmental con

ditions, ~ncluding the differential effects 0£ reinf0rcement, must be 

carefully aligned with the internal characteristics of the learner. 

In recent years, researcher~ have bec0me increasingly interested 

in the developmental precursors of achievement motivation. Smith 

(1969), for example, suggests that a high level of achievement motiva

tion, at least in boys, is m0st likely attributed to (1) relatively 

early -parental demands far accomplishment; (2) affectively oriented 

rewards for achievement, specifically physical attention and s0cially

oriented verbal praise; (3) high level goal setting for chi"ldren by 

their parents; (4) a positive parental rating · of the son's overall 

competence in achievement situations and (5) centinuous support toward 

the son's achievement efforts. These developmental predecessors to the 

develepment of a high level of achievement metivati0n within the male 

pepulation suggests that, in fact, the individual's history of 
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reinforcement, primarily s0cial in nature, may directly influence sub

sequent reinforcement effectiveness and achievement-related perf0rmance 

in the academic areas, Inconsistencies in the study 0f reinforcement 

effectiveness may be partially evaluated thr0ugh c0nsiderati0n ef indi

vidual differences in develepmental experiences leading t0 divergent 

levels ef achievement metivati0n. It is theeretically pessible that 

these children previded experiences in prometien ef achievement activity 

also pessess a predisp0sitien teward secially-based external reinferce

ment rather than material er concrete rewards. It can be further argued 

that children ef high achievement metivati€!n may shew a learned prefer

ence taward secially-eriented reinfercement and praise. 

The theeretical implicatiens discussed by Crandall, Presten and 

Rabsen (1960) suggest further censideratien 0£ eti0l0gical f acters 

relevant te the develepment ef achievement metivati0n in children. The 

authers define as essential criteria ef primary impertance the . averall 

structuring sf perfermance standa~ds and consistent parental demands fer 

achievement-related behavier . The auth0rs further argue that such 

demands, manipulated through the administratisn of specific rewards and 

punishments, are essential te the develepment ef achievement strivings 

in later life. Here, the metivati0n te achieve is being cenceptualized 

as a hypothetical censtruct in eXplanatien ef certain aspects ef 

achievement-ariented behavier net attributable ts current intellectual 

abilities. 

A Theeretical Medel ef Achievement Metivati0n 

Theeretically defined by Atkinsen (1957, 1964) and Atkinsen and 

Feather (1966), achievement metivati0n is assumed te relate specific 
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characteristics af motivated behavior te the interaction of transient 

situati0nal dispesitiens (expectatiens and incentive values) and the 

cemparatively stable persenality traits (motives). This particular 

theeretical pesitien has its origin in the "expectancy x value" metiva

tienal framew0rk, involving somewhat similar constructs. Since the 

functi0n ef this study does net include a test ef the internal censist

ency ef the achievement rnetive, a brief review will be previded. For a 

detailed acceunt and general suppert ef the theery, the cemprehensive 

literature reviews preVided by Kerman (1974) and Maehr and Sjogren 

(1971) sheuld be consulted. 

The general theeretical frarnewerk of the achievement metive is 

based upen the assumptien that in achievement situatiens, all 

achievement-eriented behavior is clesely tied to situatienally specific. 

appreach-aveidance conflict tendencies. The overall directien af 

achievement striving is established under twe precipitating cenditians. 

Individuals whese tendencies ts a;ppreach success are greater than their 

tendencies te aveid failure will direct behavieral activity toward 

achievement geals at a moderate level ef difficulty. Cenversely, these 

whe experience a deminance ef tendencies te aveid failure ever tenden

cies te appreach success will subsequently avoid the achievement

related task i"n questien. In line with this conceptual effert, Maehr 

and Sjogren (1971) further ar~ue that these internal metivatienal ten

dencies taward task perferrnance are an integral cemp0nent ef the per

s0n' s enduring persenal Grientatien, and their everall strength will 

vary between individuals. In additien, these cenditiens are signifi

cantly influenced by ext+insically-based facters such as centingencies 

af reinforcement. affiliative drive, and ether situatianallv-determined 
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variables. 

In additicm to the individual's internally-based predispi;isitiens 

te appreach success (M9 ) or to aveid failure (Maf), the everall 

strength ef the appreach-aveidance tendency can alse be determined, in 

part, by the specific envirenmental incentives available. These in

clude the incentive value fer success (Is), the incentive value far 

failure (If), the subjective prebability ef success (Ps) and the sub

jective prebability af failure (Pf) when cenfrented with a given 

activity. As demenstrated in the summary e f the model previded abeve, 

these cenditiens assume that the value facter (Is, If) is rigidly de

pendent upon the functien ef the expectancy facter (Ps, Pf). Specifi

cally, the incentive values ef success and .fai lure are hypethesized by 

Atkinsen as i nverse linear functiens ef the prebability ef success and 

failure at task perfermance. 

Fram the theor etical development presented thus far, Atkinson 

(1957) set forth the cempleted ferm ,ef the initial model: 

where Ta is defined as the averall active i mpulse t e undertake a 

particular achievement-eriented activity. Hence, it legically follows 

that Ta is pesitive when Ms > Maf and negative when Maf > Ms. 

The primary metivatienal drive, in cembinatien with situationally 

specific subjective expectatiens fer success 0r f ailure , i .nitiate t he 

resultant metivati0nal tendency te either approach er av0id the achieve

ment situati0n. The majer everriding hypethesis is that, in achievement 

situatiens. per s0n13 charact e r ized as Ms > Maf will demenstrate lewes t 

metivatien where Ps • 0.00 er 1.©0 and highest motivatien where 
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p • 0,50. Furthermere, persens for whem Maf > Ms will theeretically 

demonstrate lewest achievement striving at P = 0.50. 

However, ether authers (Ocenner, Atkins0n and Herner, 1966) repert 

conflicting results, previding neteworthy cencern teward the relatien-

ship. In a var;i..ety ef empirical investigatiens utilizing. "persistence" 

behaviar in a test situati0n, evidence led tG the cen.clu.sien that Maf 

subjects have m>t shewn censistently pGer perfcHmance at the m0derate 

difficulty level. _ Te acc0unt for such discrepancies in the literature, 

Atkinsen and Feather (1966) pravide what might be. censidered an "errer 

term" (Text). These "extrinsic metivatie,nal tendencies" censist ef 

tendencies ta engage in the relevant activity fer reasens ether than a 

cencern fer achievement. Further evaluati0n ef the Text censtruct is 

essential -ts the predictien ef academic performance levels based upen 

predispositiens teward achievement metivatien. 

The cencept Text represents a mere recent acce_ptance · ef the fact 

that a variety ef secial ccmtexts, eften areuse nan-achievement metives 

in the achievement-rel ated situatien, and subsequently lead te success-

ful task perfermance. These externally based tendencies are net gen-

erally asseciated with pride in achievement as such and may include, 

fer example, met·ives te cemply er te s_eek appr:<:>vaL From this . discuss-

ien, ·it is clear that the the0ry predicts that any individual m~y try 

te achieve in a given situatien. The difference is observed in the 

f act that the level ef achi~vement behav_ier will differ as a functi0n 

of beth individual and envirenmental variatien. It follaws that the 

envirenmental cantext may appear quite different fer the Ms and M f . a 

groups. Most impertant ly_, any expe r imental, test s ituatien inherently 

prevides s pecific extrinsic constraints er demand characteristics that 
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influence task perfermanee regardless of internal levels ef achievement 

metivatien. 

Empirical Evidence Related ta .the Achievement 

Metivation Cenceptual Framew0rk 

If ecl.ucatian is te be provided with a ·t:eliable theery ef ·achieve

ment metivatien applicable te pr0blems in _the regular classroem; in

creased expe·rimental efferts appear warranted. Essentially, empirical 

suppert is, at best, mixed in determining the relaticmship between 

achievement mativatian and academic performance. In line with the 

reviews m.entianect previ0usly (e.~., Kerman., 1974; :t1aehr and Sjegren, 

19.71), an .early study cenduc.ted by Resen and .D' Andrade (1959) provides 

what might be censidered .a typical example in suppert 0£ the ai;::hieve .... 

ment .mstivati0n.-pe:t:f0.rm,anc;e relatianship. · The . auth0rs used . nine ·to 

el~ven .yea17 eld beys found t .0 be high in aohieV'ement m0tivatien as sub ... 

j.ec.ts ft:)r their inves-figatiGn. R1:sults supperted the thee.reti.c;al p.re.

~dct;iems ·. ·Those subjects high in achievemi:nt metivati0n · perf~r:rned w±th 

greater success an academic tasks requiring the stacking of blocks, 

anagrams and the canstruc+;ian af patterns. Research initiated by Cax 

0.962) · adds furtl').er support tc:> t4ese results in . a stµ~y utilizing 

fourth and fifth grade Australiail. c4ildr.en. ·Subjects pess~asing high 

achievement motivation scares acl).ieved sup.eri0r .p~rfo.nnaI).ce e-q. :sch.Qoh

related aehievement tas.l<s and. were mare _ afte:n placed it} the high:--level 

ability groups. 

A great deal ef research has l)een generated in recent yea:rs, -h_ow,.,. 

ever, that d0es nf3t prQvide suppart .for the tnearetic~:py l)ypptl)esized 

relati0nship betwe.en achievement m0tivati0:n and subs~gu~nt ·task 
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performance. In one study, for example, Crandall, Katkovsky and 

Prestcm (1962) reported equal performance among elementary school chil-

dren in reading and arithmetic regardless of their level of ·achievement · 

motivation. The authors further reported no significant differences 

between high and low achievement·metivation children in their persist-

ence toward tasks measuring intellectual ability. Consequently, it may 

be theorized that such inconsistencies may likely be the result of a 

variety of situational factors (Text) that provide significant influence 

' in the arousal · of the motivaticmal component and determination of ex-

ternal reward probabilities. Although r.~search testing these hypotheses 

has been reported, little evidence is available utilizing subjects 

under the age of adolescence. 

In an earlier endeavor, Douvan (1956) assessed the interaction of 

social status, extrinsic reward and achievement strivings in adolescents. 

The author submits that success-failure cues for middle-class children 

should, regardless of the existin& situation, elicit a generally con-

sistent set of behaviors irrespective of the extrinsic reward condi-

tions of the situationo She argues that "since working-class children 

are taught achievement strivings neither so early or so systematically, 

their reactions to success-failure cues should be more responsive to 

changes in the reward potential of the situation in which such cues 

occur" (p. 219). Here E>ouvan suggests that there exists . a significant 

differential reinforcement effect for working-class children, and con-

sequently, the achievement motivation-performance relationship may be 

altered, 

Douvan's study attempted to evaluate the differential effects of 

reward potential found in two success-failure situations on the 
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subsequent degree of achievement striving manifested by middle-class 

and working-class adolescents. The two treatment conditions experimen-

tally manipulated consisted of one situation in which success was de-

fined as achieving an abstract norm; while in the second situation, 

successful performance was enhanced through administration of a 

material reward (monetary)o The hypothesis set forth addressed the 

preposition that achievement striving would evidence differential 

effects under the two reward cenditions. No differential effects were 

expected for the middle-class participants. 

Based upon the experimental findings, the author reported support 

fer the hypothesis under study. More aut0nomous and generalized 

success strivings were evidenced by the middle class, while achievement 

strivings characteristic of the working-class subjects were feund de-

pendent upon situational factors, namely the type of rewards available. 

Significant differences between working- and middle-class subjects were 

observed under the Material Reward-Absent condition, the middle-class 
I 

subjects scoring higher. However, no significant differences in 

achievement striving was evidenced when material rewards were present. 

The theoretical implications drawn from the Bouvan effort suggest 

that achievement strivings in adolescents s how a significant socio-

economic bias in favor of the middle class . Similar theoretical dis-

tinctions have been made by other authors. In one study, for example, 

Crandall (Smith, 1969) argues that the middle-class child is charac-

terized as one who is supported and urged toward individual achievement. 

Parental achievement-oriented expectations based upcm peer cemparison 

and the administration of symbolic (verbal praise and approval) as well 

as material rewards do much te enhance the develepment of achievement 
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mGtivation in their children. Subsequent behavioral activity includes 

consistent respenses te success-failure cues regardless of the overt 

potential for significant extrinsic reward. Experiences similar in 

nature are rarely provided censistently by the parents of working-class 

youth. His overall mctivation to achieve is essentially related te the 

existence of material rewards within the achievement situatien. A 

final implication of the study suggests the pessibility that under 

certain facilitative conditiens (e.g., the effective use ef extrinsic 

rewards), academic achievement striving may be enhanced fer populations 

shewing a marked developmental history difference. 

In a similar investigation conducted with first-grade children, 

Mumbauer (1970) evaluated the effect of situational variables on sub

sequent persistence behavior. Subjects included in the study, differ

ing in educational and socioeconomic backgrounds, consisted 0f dis

advantaged children attending the BARCEE prescheol program fer approx

imately 2, 5 years . A middle-clasp sample and two additicmal dis

advantaged samples with ne preschool experience were selected as 

cemparison groups . Two situational variables, task difficulty and the 

presence er absence ef a concrete reward, were of primary interest. 

The hypotheses in question included the expectation that both middle

class and DARCEE children would demonstrate significantly superior 

persistence activity en tasks initially described as easy in comparison 

to disadvantaged subjects lacking the benefi t Gf a presch00l exper

ience. In additiGn, the nen-BARCEE preschoel subjects were alse 

anticipated to persist lenger when effered a cancrete incentive fer 

t ask performance. No dif ferential effects were predicted for the 

BARCEE and middle-class greup when under the concrete reward treatment 
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cenditian. 

H0wever, statistical treatment of the data did n0t supp0rt the 

predictiens. No significant differences were feund tG exist between 

the £0ur sample groups in their perfermance in the hard-easy and 

reward-no reward ci:>nditiGns. In centradicti0n te the findings provided 

by Beuvan (1956), no differential effects in persistence on an academi c 

achievement task were evidenced between middle- and lower-class first 

grade subjects. Hewever, since the B0uvan investigatien empl0yed 

adelescents as subjects while the present study evaluated the situa

tienal variables with first grade children, it may be theerized that a 

p0tential interaction between age level and achievement striving 

behavier may be respensible for the c0nflicting results. 

The analysis ef the achievement motivation model in relation te 

perferrnance measures has provided inconsistent, inconclusive results at 

best. In a review of the literature provided by Maehr and Sjogren 

(1971), the authors report no con~istent relatienship between achieve

ment metivation and perfermance. Klinger (1966), in an earlier but 

much mGre comprehensive assessment of the problem, suggests that two 

classes 0f evidence are pertinent to the initial analysis 0£ the 

relatiGnship . This recemmendatien includes (1) molar, consisting of 

relatively long-term patterns ef behavi0r and (2) relatively short-term 

task-oriented measurements involving merely brief statements of 

behavior. These task instruments are most eften administered sh0rtly 

after achievement motivatiem measurements. 

Klinger's literature review i ncluded studies utilizing the three 

mos t frequently empl0yed prejective techniques a f achievement moti vat i on 

assessment: The Thermatic Apperception Test (TAT) devel0ped by 
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In evaluating the empirical evidence relating achievement m0tiva

tien to molar perfermance measures, only 17 0£ 32 studies investigated 

reperted results in the predicted directien. Threugh further analysis, 

it may be argued that twe variables are significantly responsible for 

the reported incensistencies, namely the subjects' sex and age level. 

Klinger reports that research utilizing female participants generally 

suggest nan-significance fer the theoretical achievement motivatien

performance relatienship, based upon melar performance scores. In 

addition, studies evaluating the subjects' age find that nine out of 

ten reported relatienships suggest significance when employing high 

school age or younger children. However, nine 0ut of sixteen studies 

reviewed with subjects ef college age or ether adult males report 

results that are nen-significant., From these findings, Klinger cem

ments that "nething in the existing theoretical structure ef achieve

ment mGtivatien suggests such an age-related difference" (p. 295). In 

additi0n, it sh0uld also be noted that, to date, no studies invelving 

pre-primary schoal age children have been reported. The apparent gap 

in the literature is of extreme importance in relatien to the present 

investigatien. 

Centinuing with a review of Klinger's analysis, the auther reports 

that the second majer class of studies concerned with the achievement 

motivation-perfermance relationship as measured by tasks ef relatively 

brief duratien find that approximately half 0f the studies rep0rted 

predominantly significant relati0nships. As in the first analysis, twe 
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variables are hypothesized as providing an instrumental difference in 

the research findings. Specifically, the results depend partially 0n 

the instrumentatiEJn used to measure the achievement motive. Fer 

example, the French Test ef Insight primarily provided a uniform, con-

sistent set of theoretically sound relationships. Conversely, the TAT 

and IPIT instrumentation utilized in similar studies supplied reports 

of a higher incidence of non-significance. 

It is further argued that task-oriented studies also provide 

evidence of an instrument x sex interaction. Specifically, in these 

studies employing the TAT, a high percentage employing male subjects 

reported significant findings. The reverse was true with the IPIT. 

Unlike the research efforts employing molar measures of 

perfermance (e . g., grades, occupational success, etc.), the task 

specific indices reported no apparent effects of subjects' age on t he 

subsequent achievement motivatien-.perf0rmance relaticmship. It migh t 

be cencluded that the preval ence of inconsistencies make generalization 

of the theoretical framework tEJ the academic setting extremely 

difficult , 

In light of the incensistencies s i milar in nature tE> those .dis-

cussed by Klinger (1966), Atkinson and Feather (1966) feund it essen-

tial to provide an explanation suitably integrated into previous con-

ceptualizations of the achievement motivati on model. The final nature 

of the revis i on argued tha t teta l mot i va tion t e perf orm the initial 

achievement task is attributable to the follewing c0mponent motivati0ns: 

(1) achievement-related metivation to perform the task and (2) extrin-

sic mot-ivation t. o perf or m the task (T ) ··ext · Consequently, i t · may' be 

theorized that the c·amponents of the total. metivatd.cm to perfa:rm an 
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initial task rather than any alternative is represented as follows: 

. Initial Task Alternative Task 

Achievement-related Extrinsic Achievement-related Extrinsic 
+ > + 

Motivation Motivation M0tivaticm Motivati~.m 

Conversely, it is further hypothesized that an individual will turn to 

an alternative task when 

. Initial Task Alternative Task 

Achievement-related Extrinsic Achievement-related Extrinsic 
+ < + 

Motivation Motivation Motivati0n Motivaticm 

(p. 119) 

0ne of the critical situational determinants must be considered 

the overall strength of the extrinsic· motivaticm compcment. In recent 

years, investigators have put forth increased effort toward evaluating 

the relationship between intrinsi,c and extrinsic motivati0n. As pre

sented in the Atkinson and Feather revision, it may be theorized that 

the internal and external c0mponents combirie to yield .a tGtal motiva

tional force. A great deal of evidence has been generated to support 

the assumption that behavior does increase with the administration of 

extrinsically_.based rewards (])eci, 1971, 1972, Lepper, Green and 

Nisbitt, 1973). These results seem to place increased emphasis en the 

supplementary effects extr:l,.n$iC rewards demcmstrate toward the total 

behavioral activity of the individuaL In a further evaluaticm of this 

position> Kerman (1974) argues that the administration 0f mcmey and 

verbal r einforcements , b0th considered extrinsic incentives , are not 

the same in their effects and in their interacti0ns with 0ther 
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reinfercers. In other words, the use of money and verbal reinfercement 

alone does not provide the same effect as using the two incentives in 

c0mbinaticm. Subsequently, Korman theorizes that "If we wanted to use 

the expectancy x value theoretical position fer influencing the achieve-

ment-oriented behavior 0£ school children, this pr0blem would be a very 

meaningful one in trying to decide cm a strategy for exercising such 

influence" (p. 201), The extrinsic reward phenomena is of great inter-

est tG the present research investigation. 

Smith (1969) provides a viable explanatfon fer the situatien in 
; 

which an individual characterized as lew in achievement motivatien con-

tinues to perform academically above expectancy. In accord with the 

theoretical position of Atkinson and Feather (1966), Smith further 

argues that unless rigorously controlled, factors defined as extrinsic 

motivaticmal variables (e, g., extrinsic rewards, incentives, social 

appr0val, praise, etc.) may significantly alter academic performance for 

some students. It appears that a~theugh experimental efforts to con-

struct a pure theery of achievement motivation have same merit, appli-

cation to the educational setting is not practical without first in-

cerporating a variety of other situational considerations. Such specu-

lation is supported by the fact that children low in achievement 

motivatien perf0rm admirably when individually selected incentives are 

provided. 

The theoretical implicatfons pr0m0ted by Horner (197l) provide 

additional support. She reviews several studies that failed t0 find a 

significant relationship between achievement motivation and 

academically-rel ated perf0rmance. Such experimental efforts are likely 

confounded when extrinsically-based motives or incentives are provided. 
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In additien, the studies in question have been primarily perf0rmed with 

adults and ad0lescents, making generalizati0n bey0nd that p0pulati0n 

limited. Horner continues by asserting that " ••• individuals 

attracted to these incentives but etherwise low in intrinsic achieve

ment motivatien can and do in fact behave very much like high achieve

ment motivation individuals. • • They shew a pattern of moderate 

'entrepreneurial' risk taking behavi0r •.• " (p. 48). Horner recom

mends from this discussion that it is extremely important theoretically 

and methodologically to evaluate the effects of extrinsic motives and 

incentives on subsequent academic task performance. 

Bue to the rather wide range of inconsistency and complexity re

ported in the literature, Klinger (1966) provides what appears tg be a 

theoretically appealing argument as partial explanation 0f the achieve

ment motivation-performance c0ntr0versy. Continuing with his compre

hensive review 0f the literature, the author asserts through further 

analysis that an ample variety of ,administrative conditiens prevail in 

the task performance (short term) measurements t0 allow comparisons 

concerning the effects Gf achievement cues in moderating the achievement 

motivation-performance relationship. For purpases of evaluation, 

Klinger classified all task performance studies based upon the con

diticms of the projective instrument administration, "neutral" c:ir 

"achievement aroused." Likewise, task administration differences were 

categorized as either "neutral," "achievement arE>used" or motivated by 

"extrinsic or multiple incentives." Extrinsic incentives included 

monetary rewards, permissien to leave the experiment early, or electric 

shock avoidance. The multiple incentive classification provided eval

uation of the studies employing both achievement arousal and extrinsic 
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incentives in their procedural format. 

The results of the data analysis pr0vided by Klinger appear n0te

w0rthy. Three combinations of the six possible classificati0ns 0£ 

arousal condition, two for the projective instrument and three for the 

task characteristics, acc0unted for 52 of the 57 studies evaluated. In 

addition, of the 52 studies so classified, 25 rep0rted statistically 

significant relationships between achievement motivation and perform,..

ance. Specifically, the 11neutral-neutral11 projective instrument/task 

administration produced significance 12 out of 24 times, "areused

aroused11 only 3 out of 13 times, with the 11neutral-aroused" condition 

rep0rting significance 10 out of 15 times. In addition, the summative 

data appears to be independent 0f an instrumentation or subjects' sex 

interaction, Klinger suggests that the evidence supports the position 

advanced in the McClelland-Atkinson theoretical f ramew0rk. The high 

incidence of achievement motivation-performance relationships rep0rted 

as significant under the 11neutral-.aroused11 c0ndition in conjunction 

with the rather 10w incidence of significance under the "neutral

neutral" condition is consistent with theoretical predictions. How

ever, the rather low incidence of significance reported for the 

"aroused-aroused" condition is in direct centradiction t0 the 

thearetical structure. 

It should be noted, however, that although the evaluative efforts 

of Klinger provide an interesting and theoretically valuable enhance

ment to the understanding of the achievement motivation concept, the 

findings in no way previde conclusive support. Even under cenditions 

providing a high incidence of significance, an i mpress ive amount of 

nf:m-significant relationships are reparted and, therefare, cannot be 
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ignored, With an apparent need for further investigation in the area 

ef achievement motivation and in line with the discussion presented in 

the literature review, the present study was initiated. The centribu

ti0n of the current investigation was to evaluate the differential 

effects of extrinsic reinf0rcement and its interactive function with 

specific levels of achievement motivation· inherent in the task perferm

ance situaticm. 

Sensory Modality Preference 

Introduction te the Sensory Modality Concept 

An additienal variable receiving a go0d deal of attention in recent 

years has been the identification of individual differences in the 

learner's "perceptual" er "sensory modality" preferences. Bissell, 

White and Zivin define the sensory medality c0ncept as "a system for 

interacting with the envirenment through ene of the basic senses" 

(Lesser, 1971, p. 131). Here the authors suggest that the sensory 

modality conceptualization involves differences in stimulus input/0utput 

based upon sense organs utilized fer seeing, hearing, smelling, tGuch

ing and tasting, Currently in education, emphasis has been placed upon 

the assessment of sensory modality strengths and weaknesses as an 

attempt to enhance learning. If the assumption that effective teaching 

must be based upcm the practical recognition of individual differences 

is valid, then the sensory modality concept provides a potentially 

dynamic approach ta the individualization of instructional 

methodologies, 

Of the variety af s ensery pathways available ta the learner, 
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educators have essentially recognized three perceptual channels as 

extremely important to the learning process: (1) visual, (2) audit0ry 

and (3) haptic (tactile/kinesthetic). The basic theoretical approach 

is based upon the concept that individual preference in modality selec

tion develops through the "selective filtering" of environmental 

stimulation. It must be noted, however, that sensory modality devel0p

ment and organization appears to be primarily 0£ biological origin. 

Sinsheimer (1971), f0r example, suggests that man's neurological 

organization is such that while two to three million neural fibers are 

directly responsible for the precessing of sensory inf0rmati0n, onl y 

350,000 such fibers function to provide sensory-motor output. A 

primary difference, and a complex one, between man and other primates 

high en the evolutionary hierarchy is due to the elaboration ef struct

ures utilized in the analysis and integration of sensory receptive 

processes. The overall complexity of the neural0gical endowment pro

vides fer a uniquely human myriad .0£ individual differences. 

A primary assumption essential te any discussion of modality 

preferences in children is that the human mind is a composite system 

subject to differential rates of development and grewth. In accord 

with this assumption, it is further theorized that the selective 

filtering precess allows the child to be relatively more attentive to 

stimulation input in one modality than he is to the input 0f supp0rting 

stimulation threugh other channels. An example provided in the 

theoretical fermulati0n of Bruner (1968) is suppertive of the selective 

filtering concept. Bruner has described the transitienal nature of the 

precess , arguing that the child's earliest (mental) representati0ns ef 

environmental stimulation are provided threugh "Kinesthetic Thinking" 
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(motor patterns). In addition, later stages enhance representation of 

the world through "visual imagery" and finally, through the verbal 

c~nnmunication process based Gn- the symb0lic representations of lai:iguage 

and words, Piaget's · ( 19 54; - Furth, 1969) theoretical framework of human . 

developmental cognitive abilities provides an additional meaningful 

provision for the interaction of self with the environment. These 

interactions are initiated through sensory modality manifestations 

based upon the complexity of the cognitive structure. Perce_ptual 

modality development first devel0ps at the "sensory-motor" level,, 

centering arcmnd c:me' s ability to process sens0ry infermation -at an 

increasing -level of ·complexity as the child matures to age eight. 

Further discussion ef the sensory modality ccmcept by Bissell 

et al. (Lesser, 1974) . places the maturation of perceptual processes 

within -an educational context. The authors define developmental 

modality patterns as fellowing a specific sequence ranging from pre

school (kinesthetic), early eleme~tary (visual) and late elementary 

(auditory). However, an impressive collection of empirical data allow , 

several authors to suggest that some children appear to possess ·an 

optimal sensory modality ·for learning. While some children learn best -

through the -auditory channel, others learn more effeciently through the 

visual c,hannel. Several causitive factors for this condition have been 

provided and include neurological impairment, developmental lag or 

specific sensory modality preference of the chi ld. For some school-age 

children showing -significant perceptual deficiencies, learning -is en

hanced thrGugh tactile stimulation and by means of kinetically-based 

i nternal patterns of awareness. 

Based upon a review of clinical rec0rds, -Freud (1953) reports that 
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children identified as low in either visual or auditory skills were 

significantly more prevalent than chance in language or learning 

deficit groups. In addition, Frosting (1965) asserted that lG to 2~ 

percent of all children fail to acquire basic reading skills due to the 

inability of educators to base instructienal methods on inherent 

learner strengths and weaknesses. Theoretically, these results may be 

justified if the assumption can be made that verbal children typically 

structure the world in terms of language categories while visual 

learners appear to excell on tasks requiring recall and categorization · 

on the basis 0f differential visual cues (visual imagery techniques). 

Individual differences in sensory modality preference appear: to provide 

for differential effects in the learning activities of some children. 

Wepman (1971) states that the differential use of recognized 

individual differences in modality preference in the subsequent manage-

ment ef instructi0nal strategies is no longer theoretical. Based upon 

findings gathered from a six-year lcmgitudinal study of 125 chi1dren, 
I 

the author reports the following generalizations: 

1. Perceptual precesses such as discriminaticm, recall, improve 

with age (:Elevelepmental). 

2. The major modalities of learning, visual and auditory, have 

diHerential rates of development. 

3. The relatien between the individual visual and auditory sub-

tests and intelligence is pos i tive, but ver y slightly so. 

4, It is impassible te predict where a child falls 0n the visual 

developmental scale from his placement en the audit0ry 

devel0pmental scale, and vice versa. 

5. Data from recently completed research clearly establish that 



early perceptual precessing ability has a limited but 

significant predictive value for later school achievement 

(p. 7) • 
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In light of the above theoretical position, it is evident that a 

significant potential fer the enhancement of children's learning exists 

through the identification of individual preferences in sensory 

modality abilities. The remaining literature review will specifically 

detail early attempts at the identification of differential learning 

styles based upon sensory modality preferences. In addition, empirical 

evidence related to the utilization of the sensory modality concept in 

instructional system development will be advanced. 

Empirical Evidence Relating the Sens0ry 

Modality Concept to Instruction 

Although it would be inappropriate to supply a comprehensive 

review of the experimental litera~ure dealing with sensory modalities 

and their relation to specific instructional strategies, a limited dis

cussion of several "typical" articles addressing the problem appears 

relevant. Since learning to read is perhaps the most essential ability 

achieved in the primary school years, studies reviewed will be limited 

t~ reading acqti1sition skills. In addition, it should be noted that 

although most methods of instruction fail to utilize one modality 

exclusively, many materials de emphasize a single modality channel over 

another in the reinforcement of specific skills. 

An additional point related to the sensory modality concept and 

instruction is presented by Merency (1968) . Research conducted by the 

author demonstrated that children tend to overcome deficiencies in 
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modality development by the time they are ni ne years of age. The 

research suggests, however, that a small sample of specific cases of 

children experiencing significant modal deficits beyond this age l imit 

have been evidenced . The overall equalization of sensory medal prefer

ences in children upon entry into the f0urth grade appears to be a con

sistent phenomena, However, at this stage in the educational process, 

it is likely that a maturational lag reduction in sensory modality 

deficiencies will not significantly reduce the child's learning dif f i

culties. Both emotional involvement and deficits in academic achieve

ment may contribute to continued school failure. These considerations 

provide sufficient theoretical and empirical rationale fer further in

vestigation of the sensory modality concept. The research evidence to 

follow has attempted to approach such considerations. 

Early studies in the area of sensory modalities were important in 

the initial identification of individual differences in sensory input 

channels. More recent eff orts, h~wever, have attempted to employ and 

enhance these classification precedures to maximize student learning 

in the core curriculum. Bateman (1968) provides an early example in a 

study designed to measure the overall e f fectiveness of visual and 

auditory approaches to instruction in reading. One hundred and eighty 

kindergarten children systematically divided into eight instructional 

classes were administered the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test and 

the :!Detroit Graup Intelligence Scale as an initial screening process. 

In addition, the Illinci>is Test af Psycholinguistic Abilities was admin

istered to four of the ins tructional groups ta provide additional 

i nfor mation concerning the children ' s preferences in sensory modal ity. 

These children were subsequently separated int0 visual and auditary 
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preference greups based upon test results . The Scott-Foresman Basal 

Series was used with the visual strength group while the Lippencott 

Basal Reading Program was administered to auditery strength learners. 

Auditory strength was determined hy Auditory Sequential Memory scores 

that exceeded Visual Memery scores by nine or mere months . These chil

dren scoring less than a nine-month discrepancy between the auditory 

and visual subtest scores were placed in the visual preference group. 

In accord with the findings, Bateman reported that those children 

classified as auditory learners were significantly superior te visual 

learners regardless of characteristics ef the instructienal method. 

More recent research conducted by Waugh (1973) provides additional 

support for the overall superi0r abilities of auditory learners. Most 

importantly. no significant interaction between modal preference and 

instructienal reading program was advanced. Based upon these results, 

support fer the practice of matching sensory medality preferences te 

specific instructional programs is. not indicated. 

It must be conceded, however, that the results set forth in the 

Bateman study may be of questicmable validity based up0n several 

methodvlogical difficulties in design and treatment . A major weakness 

must include the selection criteria used to assign medal preference. 

These measures ·were highly inadequate. In addition, the sample em

ployed in the study was quite homogeneous in nature, the mean I.Q. 

falling within the superiGr range of functioning. Generalizatien ef the 

results beyend this p0pulati0n is a limiting factor. 

In a mere recent .study by Ringler, Smith and Culliman (1971), the 

learning preferences fer 128 f irst grade children were identified 

through administrati0n ef the New Yark Universi ty MGdality Test. 
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Specific experimental gr0ups included thirty-three children identified 

as exhibiting a visual preference; thirty children an auditory pref er

ence, twenty-eight children a kinesthetic preference and thirty-seven 

children fell within the no preference range. 

All subjects were randomly assigned within each m0dality gr0uping 

to one of four treatment cenditions or an experimental control group. 

The specific treatment conditions consisted of differential instruc

tiena1 strategies of fifty vocabulary words identified as part of the 

children 1 s expressive vecabulary. The treatment C('mditic:ms incl.uded 

visual, auditory, kinesthetic, combination and control (no instruction) . 

presentations of the fifty words. Assessment of treatment effective

ness was accomplished through implementation of a criterion-referenced· 

test battery including the fifty initial vocabulary words and 150 

additional words as distractors. Both pre-test and post-test measures 

of word recogniticm were employed. 

Analysis of the data revealed significant differences between each 

. of the treatment conditions and the control group. In addition, no 

significant main effects were reported ·between any of the treatment con

ditions. · Likewise, no significant interaction effects were · found be

tween. modality preference and method Gf inst-ruction. In .basic support 

of the findings . generated by Bateman (1968), children taught via their 

preferred learning modality failed to experience significant gains over 

those children receiving instruction net in correspondence to identi

fied preferences . Several other theorists have also reperted similar 

distinctions (Harris, 1965; Smith, 1971; Robinson, 1972; Gellistel, 

1972). 

Inconsistent with results previously reported, Eaniel and Tacker 
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(1974) pr0vide fairly recent evidence in favor 0f the sensory modality 

concept which suggests the matching of instructional strategies with 

sensory modality preference. The auth0rs employed eve trigrams as a 

criteri0n for successful learning. Subjects participating in the re

search were selected from 105 elementary school children ranging in age 

from 7.5 to 8.5 years. Specific criteria for inclusion in the experi

mental group required an I.~. score of 90 as measured by the Cattell 

Culture Fair Intelligence Test. and the Peabody picture vocabulary test. 

In additien; participants were also required to be within normal limits 

in audition and visual acuity. 

Eighty children reached criteria and were subsequently adminis

tered the Auditory Reception, Auditory Seguential Mem0ry, Visual 

Reception and Visual Seguential Memory subtests of the Illinois Test of 

Psycholinguistic Abilities. These subjects demonstrating a discrepancy 

of one year between their overall auditory and visual abilities were 

placed in the preference group ba~ed upon their superier scores. Th0se 

subjects not reaching the one-year discrepancy criteria were classified 

as the no-preference group . 

The CVC trigrams drawn from the Glaze and Krueger Scales were 

administered through three trials, with three-day intervals between 

trials. Each specific trial consisted of two presentatiens, one the 

list favoring auditery skills, one the list favoring auditory skills , 

the other fav0ring visual preferences. All children received b0th lists 

on each Gf the trial days. 

In examining the findings, it appears that clear support is indi

cated for the use of i nstructicmal materials based upon t he s ensGry 

modality preferences Gf the learner. A significant interacti0n was 
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found, indicating that the three groups learned differently under the 

two methods of stimulus presentation. Specifically, the auditory 

preference group recalled a significantly greater number of trigrams 

under the auditory presentation method than under the visual presenta

tien method. Conversely, those subjects placed in the visual prefer

ence group recalled significantly more when the trigrams were adminis

tered in the visual rather than the auditory mode. Ne significant 

differences in m0des of presentation were evidenced for the no-

pref erence group. In line with these findings, additional support for 

the sensory modality preference x method of instruction interaction was 

advanced by Bursuk (1971) . 

Primarily based upon the rather inconsistent experimental evidence 

reported in the sensory modality literature and as a further effort to 

integrate the sensory modality construct with other concerns in the 

present investigation, a sumrnative comment first provided by Wepman 

(1964) appears relevant. Wepman ~rges that the value of reinforcement 

lies only in its ability to actually reinforce instructional materials 

presented to the learner. However, when extrinsic reinforcement 

established through several modality channels confuses or necess i tates 

the expenditure of excessive amounts of time, it will likely contribute 

a negative aspect to the learning process. This relationship may pro

vide an important link between concern over the effectiveness of 

extrinsic reinforcement and the overall perceptual modality preference 

of the child, The interactive function of these variabl es and their 

e f fect on the educational pr0cess requires furthe r c0ns ideration. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN, METH©DOLOGY AND PROCEDURAL FORMAT 

Introduction 

The literature review developed in the preceding chapter has 

established an empirical base c0ncerning the study 0f extrinsic rein

forcement, In addition, support for the inclusion of the theoretical 

constructs of achievement motivation and sensory modality preference 

was advanced. In the present chapter, a description of the experi

mental design and research methodology is set forth. Specifically 

included is a discussion of the sample and population, independent 

variables, dependent variable, experimental design, materials and 

apparatus and experimental procedures. 

Sample and Population 

Subjects participating in the investigation were drawn from the 

total population of 119 kindergarten children attending public school 

classes in a semi-rural community in North Central 0klahoma. The 

experiment was conducted during the spring semester of the 1975-76 

academic year. The overall sample size consisted of 90 children rang

ing in age from five to six years old. 

Population characteristics of the community are described as being 

predominantly White and middle class, with an economic base consisting 

63 
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0f light industry, agricultural and service-oriented businesses. The 

1970 census established a total population at 8,700 with 94 percent 0f 

the residents being of Caucasi0n origin and 6 percent primarily of 

American Indian and Mexican-American decent, 

The local public school district provides educational services to 

approximately 1,870 students. The kindergarten population of 119 chil

dren attends half-day classes in either a morning or afternoon session. 

Three kindergarten teachers primarily provide a teacher-directed, 

acadernically-eriented program fer all children. For the most part, the 

curriculum emphasizes arithmetic concepts, reading readiness and 

language development skills. All kindergarten classes are housed in 

the curriculum center for the local school district, 

Eligibility for participation in the kindergarten program is 

established by the criterion that children reach their fifth birthday 

prior to November 1-st of the current school year. Although classroom 

size averages 22 students for the .regular kindergarten program, a 

special class involving 8-10 children has been established in an effort 

to deal with a variety of emotional and academically-oriented problems 

experienced by these students. This special class was not included in 

the sampling procedures. 

Independent Variables 

Extrinsic Reinforcement 

In accord with a major concern of the study, extrinsic reinforce

ment was employed as an independent stimulus variable. A further des

cription of t he stimulus variable establishes extrinsic reinforcement 
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under direct experimental centrel and manipulatien. Three fixed levels 

of extrinsic reinforcement were employed: Verbal Reinf0rcement, C0n

crete (Material) Reinforcement and a Combination Verbal-Concrete Rein

forcement conditien. 

Achievement Motivation 

A secend independent variable, Level c:if Achievement Metivatien, 

was also evaluated, functioning in a manner characteristic of an 

organismic or mediating variable. 0perationally defined along the 

lines of the Atkinson-Feather (1966) conceptualization, achievement 

motivation was considered an extremely complex psychological variable 

influenced by devel0pmental and school-related experiences. Two fixed 

levels 0f achievement motivation, "high" and "low," were incorporated 

into the experimental design. A median break procedure was empl0yed to 

establish the specific levels. 

Sensory Modality 

The evaluaticm and classification of subjects based upcm Sensory 

Modality Preferences was implemented as a third and final independent

organismic variable for current investigative purposes. Fixed levels 

of sensory mo·dality preferences were established and included Visual 

Preference, Auditory Preference and No-Preference groupings. It must 

be stated, however, that inclusion of the sensory modality censtruct 

was intended as primarily exploratory in nature. Caution in the 

evaluation of the main and interactive effects of the 0rganismic 

variable was necessitated based upen the anticipatic:m of .a relat:i,vely 

small number of subjects meeting the theoretical criterjfa fpr se,ris0ry 
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further investigation utilizing a significantly larger sample were 

dependent upon experimental findings. 

Dependent Variable 
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For purposes of the present investigation, the dependent variable 

was operationally defined as the total sum of correct visual discrim

inations on a three-choice discrimination learning task. 

Experimental Design 

In consideration of the primary hypotheses under investigation, a 

3 x 2 x 3 fixed model factorial design was employed to facilitate the 

statistical analysis of the data. Specifically, the first factor 

represented the three levels of extrinsic motivatien, factor two 

represented the two levels of achievement motivation and the third 

factor represented the sensory modality preference of the subject. 

Confidence intervals were established at 0.05 and 0.01 in efforts 

to test the various hypotheses set forth. A majority of the statis

tical computations were performed at the Oklahoma State University 

Computer Center. 

Materials and Apparatus 

To accomplish the evaluation of subjects based upon the experi

mental treatment condition (independent-stimulus variable), a semi

manually operated multi-media slide and tape recorder presentation of 

the learning task and subsequent extrinsic reinforcement condition was 

initiated. This particular approach was developed to insure a maximum 



level of extraneous variance control. in the administration of . the 

treatment · conditions for each subject. 
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A Kodak ·Ektagraphic AF.,..2 · Slide Prejector was used to present · the 

three-choice visuµl discrimination. learning task; A total of · 60 slides 

containing the three-line drawings of familiar objects was devel0ped 

and precessed fer use in the slide presentation. A Caritel · Rear -Pro- · 

jection Screen (Huds0n Photographic Industrial; Serial Number 621) was 

used te facilitate the slide display. The rear projection screen has 

an Gverall length and width of · 15 inches and · 14 . inches, ·respectively. 

The screen is suitable for desk-top viewing~ 

To administer . the positive and ·negative statements representative 

ef · the verbal .r .einforcement cGndition, twE:> Wallensack 252© :cassette 

Tape >RecC!lrders eq-uipped with a ccmtinucms loop tape system and external 

speaker· ·were rutilized ~ - The procedure, pr0viding maximized control of 

extraneous ·variance . inherent in most verbal reinforcement. ,techniques,. 

was estab.lished acress · subjects. :Eliminati@n ef .subtle differ ences in 

tonal quality, inflectien, facial expression and gesture was attempted 

thr.eugh the prGcedure. 

The ~presenta,tion of an "m&m" ·candy under the concrete rewa:r7d con

di·tia:n was. ·facilitated threugh .the. use of 'a transparent plastic tube . 

leading te a pic!:!.stic container in full view of .the child • . The distri

bution ef .the ccmcrete .reward was a ccomplished manually. Ccmtro.l was · 

again maintained thr.ough the. i nitiati on of reward presentations 'from a 

position behin.d the subJect. 

In the c0mhinatiem verbal-,concrete .reward conditiGP., an integra

tion af both verbal .rei nforcement and cencrete reward aqminis,traticm , 

apparatus was, utilized. In adQ.i.tion, a manually-operated. ha,nd count~r-
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was used to record all correct responses. 

Procedures 

The overall purpose of the. study was based upan ·two pr:Lmary 

objectives. First, a compariscm of the differential ·effects of Verbal, 

Concrete and C0mbinaticm Verbal,.-Concrete Extrinsic Reinfercement .en 

discriminatian learning in the kindergarten environment was evaluated, 

Secendly, the ma,in and interactive function of Extr±nsic<'Reinforce-

ment, Achievement MGt:ivatien (High-Lew) · and Sensery Modality (Visual, 

Auditory, -Ne.,..Preference) ·. was established in an effort to ccmsider the 

effect of a · uniqt\e combinaticm of individual differences Gn ·reinforce-

ment effectiveness and discrimination learning. 

It is useful to present procedural considerations as a function of 

three ~pecific phases 0f implementation. In sequential order, Ph.ase I 

will deal exclusively with the assessment 0f .achievement motivatian; 

Phase II., Sens0ry M0dality; and Pqase III, the experimental treatment 

condition of extrinsic reinf0rcement and measures on the criterten 

va+iable. 1 Specific procedures for each phase of the research will be 

discussed in term~ ef organizational f(}rmat, personnel involvemf;:!nt, 

asse~sment precedures and duration. 

Phase I, · the assessment and classification of achievement mGtiV!'l-

ticm levels., involved the evaluaticm ef all subjects in terms of their 

perfermance on Animal Crackers: A Test ef Motivation to Achieve 

(Atkins and Ballif, 1975) . Test administratien was acc0mplished in 

lAppendix A provides a detailed description ef assessment 
instrumentation empleyed in the investigation. 
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small grcmps Elf approximately 10-12. children. The Experimenter admin-

istered all assessment instruments. Two teacher aids were available as 

prectors to assist in the test administration procedures. Each testing 

session was conducted in the kindergarten classroom and lasted approxi-

mately 45 minutes. The levels on the achievement motivation factor 

(high-lew) was established by the median break precedure. 2 'The -

duration 13f l'ha.s-e I procedures was approximately cme week. 

Phase II, pr(;)viding ass.essment and identificatfon 0£ all subjects 

as either visual, auditory or no-preference learners, was accomplished 

in a twe-week period, The Kindergarten Screening Test (KST), assembled 

frem a variety of standardized group and individual achievement and 

aptitude tests by Young (1975) and Treadway (1975) was used te 

establish modal preference. Those children whose visual preference 

scores exceeded. audit0ry preference scores by 0. 50 standard deviaticms 

based upon z-score cemversions were classified as "visual learners." 

Conversely, subjects showing a vi~ual-auditery discrepancy of 0.5© 

standard deviations in favor of the auditory medality were classified 

as 11 audit0ry learners." .All ather subjects showing a visual-auditery 

sc0re (iiscrepancy less than 0.50 stand,ard deviations were pl.aced in the 

II f II 3 no..,.pre erence greµp . 

The KST necessitated both individual and group administration. 

Individ,µal testing was aocemplished in quiet, is0lated roems near the 

kindergarten clas.ses. In add,i tion, greup administration ef specific 

2Appendix B, Table VI, pr0vides a hierarchical distribution of 
achievement me.ti vation sceres. · 

3Appendix B, Table VII, displays a summary and rank prder of 
overal l standard scare visual-auditory discrepancy. 
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subt~sts were undertaken in the regular classr00m. The researcher, 

reading specialist and classr00m teacher personnel supplied the 

essential clinical expertise necessary to insure accurate data collec

tiem. 

For Phase Ill of the study, specific procedural operations will be 

addressed in relatien tG the experimental treatment conditi0ns investi

gated. In th.e verbal reinfercement ccmditi0n, the Experimenter system

atically presented the appr0priate reinforcement through a tape record

ing system. Tape recorded verbal statements to the effect of 11Very 

G0od, That's Right" or 11N0, That's WrGng" were activated based upon 

correct or incorrect respenses, respectively. Selectien Gf the 

specific verbal reinfar.cement c0mbinati0n was based upon rather c<!ln

sistent experimental evidence ef its superiority ever all 0ther forms 

of verbal reinforcement cembinations (Buss and Buss, 1957; Meyer and 

Seidman, 19.60; Spence and I!lunt0n, 1967). 

Far the concrete .reward trea~ment conditi0n, the Experimenter 

manually dispensed one piece 0f "m&m" candy immediately after correct 

responses only. Th~s was acc0mplished by inserting the candy reward 

into a tra~sparent plastic tube, resulting in its accumulation in a 

dish container. The ,child was instructed not te sample the candy dur

ing the testing sessicm, but that upon c0mpleticm Gf the task, all 

candy earned was. his te keep . Ne:> concrete reward er Gther reinfercement 

preoe~ure wa~ a4ministered after incorrect visual discriminatiens. 

Under the cembinatien verbal-c0ncrete reinforcement c0nditi0n 

empleyed to evaluate the Distractibility HypGthesis, all child.ren 

received reinfercement as specif ied in beth the verbal reinforcement 

conditien and cencrete reinforcement procedures. Activatien Gf the 
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tape recorded positive verbal statement and the dispensing of an 11m&m11 

candy was maintained for each correct response that the child made. 

Presentation ef the negative verbal statement was provided fer in

correct subject responses. In addition, all reinforcement pnlCedures 

\Ye.re administered when appropriate immediately foll0wing the subject's 

response for each of the three experimental· treatment conditions. 

In consideration of the general research procedures the following 

discussion is relevant. Subjects were rand0mly assigned to Erne of the 

three experimental treatment conditions (n = 30). Each subject received 

either verbal, cencrete or combinaticm verbal-concrete re-inforcement. 

0ther than treatment condition differences inherent in the experimental 

manipulation, all subjects received identical procedural instructions 

and interacted with the same discrimination learning task. 

The Experimenter tested .all subjects individually in a quiet reorn 

away· frem the distracticms of the kindergarten classes. Each subject 

was seated at a small table on which the rear projection screen was 

assembled. Subject responses were facilitated by touching the screen 

upon which the three-choice task was prejected. Under these arrange

ments, all stimuli were clearly visible and responses easily obtained. 

In 0rder to c0ntr0l any potential extraneous Experimenter-Subject inter

actions, the ~xperimenter was seated directly behind the subject and 

was able t0 effectively 0perate the apparatus from this pesition. 

Befere the initiatien 0f testing, each subject was introduced to 

the twelve line drawings individually reproduced 0n 8 1/2 by 11 inch 

white papero This procedure was fellowed to insure that familiariza~ 

ticm with t;he. line drawings was established. Und.e r these procedures, 

the subject was required to .supply the name of each line drawing. If 
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inc.orrect responses were given, the subject was provided wit.h the 

correct name. The ,precedure was continued until mastery was 

accc:implished, 

Verbal instructions immediately preceding the task were presented 

as follews: 

Teday you are going te see some pictures en the screen 
in front of you, Pay close attention to the pictures 
because we're geing to play a game with them. In the game, 
one of the pictures wins and the other two -pictures lose 
(the ! points to the first set of line drawing$). Feint to. 
the picture that yeu think wins. You may have to guess at 
first •. Als0, in this game there are a tetal of four 
wihning pictures alt0gether. Den't forget, the game is to 
try tc:> remember all the winning pictures. Do ycrn know what 
to do? 

::(:nstructicms based upon· the particular type of· treatment condition em'"' 

ployed were appropriately administered as follows: 

When you hear. 1'Good, That's Rightl" (and/0r when a 
piece of candy falls .intc:i the dish), you will know that 
yc:iu chose one of the four winning pictures. If you hear. 
"NG, That's Wrc:ing!" (and/er a piece of candy d@es not fall 
into the dish)", yGu will know that you did not chG0se the 
winning picture. Remember tqis because y0u will seethe 
winning and lasing pictures again. 

The line drawings designated .as "winning pictures" were randomly 

selected prior tc::i the testing session and remained identical fer a l l 

. subjects across all trials. ©ne set of stimuli (slide presentation) at 

a time was presented to each child, Following the subject's response 

for each set of lipe drawings, t ·he experimenter immediately presented 

the app·t1epriate extrinsic reinfercement b.ased upen the specific experi:-

mental treatment cendition. Ci:msequently, the slide proj ectcn was · 

activated flashing the next set 0f line drawings on the screen. 'I'he 

procedur~ was continued througheut the task unti l either 6© response.s 

were 0btained or cri:teri·cm was reached . Criterion fer tih:e visual . 



disµr'iroinati-e.n task was epe·raticmally .defined. as eight successive 

·e.rr.o'rTess respcmses. A cumulative total of correct :re·spc:mses was 
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· rec0rded for each subject on a manually-operated hand counter. In the 

event 'that criterion was estabJ:ished before the actual completion Gf 

tl;le 60 response fratnes, those sets 0f stimuli to. which the child was 

nc:it e:i:cp0sed were recorded as correct res.pons.es. The durat±.0n . Gf 

Phase LII Y1as approximately two .weeks in length. 



CHAPTER IV 

STATISTICAL RESULTS 

IntrGductien 

The majer purpese of the investigation· was te evalua te the main 

and · interactive functien· c:if · extrinsic reinfarcement-, achievement 

metivatien and sensory medality preference based upc:in performance en a 

three-cheice visual discriminatien learning task. This chapter pro

vides a detailed descriptien 0f the statistical analysis of the data, 

an evaluatien of the results and the degree te which the several null 

hypetheses under investigati0n were supp0rted. 

Statistical Analysis of the Bata 

Based upon the cenditiens set forth in the experimental design, 

the data were analyzed by techniques invelving a 3 x 2 x 3 c.@mpletely 

randomized analysis ef variance using an unweighted means. method (Kirk, 

1968). This methed was essentially employed due ta the preblern ef an 

unequal distribution of data threugheut the cells. The experimentally 

manipulated stimulus independent variable under evaluati cm ccmsisted ef 

three levels ef extrinsic reinfercement [extrinsic reinfercement-verbal 

(ER-V), extrinsic reinforcement-concrete (ER~C), and extrinsic 

reinferc.e~ent-cembinati0n verbal and cencrete (ER-VC)], In additien, 

the er ganismic independent variabl es censisted ef twe levels of 
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achievement metivati0n [high achievement motivati0n (AM-H) and lew 

achievement metivatien (AM-L)] and three levels 0f sensery medality 

preference [sensery medality preference-auditory (SMP-A), sensory 

medality preference-no preference (SMP-NP) and sensory m0dality 

preference-visual (SMP-V)]. The dependent variable, visual discrimina

ti0n learn.ing, was eperationally defined as the tetal number 0f cerrect 

three-choice visual discriminations based upen the presentation 0f 

sixty slides ef line drawings, three drawings per slide. The results 

ef the analysis ef variance using the unweighted means method are re

perted in Table I. An analysis ef the results based upen the specific 

null hypotheses under censideratien are presented belew: 

1. There is ne significant difference in visual discriminatien 

task perf ermance 0f kindergarten children under various 

extrinsic reinf0rcement cenditiens. 

The hypethesis in questien predicted ne differential main effect based 

upon type of extrinsic reinf0rcem~nt c0ndition. However, in considera

tion of the analysis previded by Table II, suppert fer the rejection 0£ 

the null hypothesis was indicated (.I= 5.31, df = 2/72, .E.. < ©.01). The 

table ef means and standard deviations (Table III) previde further 

evidence ef a significant discrepancy between the verbal, concrete and 

combination verbal-concrete extrinsic reinfercement cenditiens at least 

at some levels. However, a further analysis 0f the effects of the 

extrinsic reinfercement cenditien will be withheld bas ed upen the 

analysis ef its interactien with sensery medality preference evaluated 

under hypethesis 6. 

2. There is n0 significant difference in visual discriminati0n 

task performance of kindergarten childrep under two levels ef 



TABLE II 

SUMMARY ©F THE ANALYSIS ©F VARIANCE USING 
METH©El ©F UNWEIGHTED MEANS ©N NUMBER 

©F C©RRECT VISUAL ElISCRIMINATI©NS 

Seurce 

Extrinsic Reinforcement C0nditi0n 

Level ef Achievement Metivatien 

Sensery Modality Preference 

Extrinsic Reinforcement Cenditien 
x Level of Achievement 
M0tivatien 

Extrinsic Reinforcement Canditi0n 
x Sensory Medality Preference 

Level ef Achievement Metivatien x 
Sensery Medality Preference 

Extrinsic Reinforcement Cenditien 
x Level of Achievement Metiva
tien x Sensery Modality 
Preference 

Errer (W. cell) 

*P < 0, 05. 
**P < 0,01. 

Elegrees 
0f 

Free dam 

2 

1 

2 

2 

4 

2 

4 

72 

Mean 
Square 

142.83 

12. 72 

8.25 

14.49 

72.92 

5.58 

26.96 

26 . 9© 

76 

F 

5.31** 

.47 

.31 

.54 

2. 71* 

.21 

l.©© 



TABLE III 

THE MEANS, STANElARD BEVIATI©NS AND SAMPLE 
SIZE F©R LEVELS ©F THE EXTRINSIC 

REINF©RCEMENT C0NBITI©N 

Level af 
Extrinsic 

Reinf arcement N Mean SEl 

(ER-V) 30 43.7333 10.2248 

(ER-C) 3© 34.3©©0 9.0586 

(ER-VC) 3© 42.4667 11. 7788 
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achievement metivatien. 

Retention ef this null hypethesis was supported as the level 0f 

achievement metivation, high-low, used t0 predict subsequent task 

perfermance was feund te be nan-significant (!. = 0.47, df = 1/72, 

.E.. >©.OS). 

3. There is ne significant difference in visual discriminatien 

task perf 0rmance ef kindergarten children under various 

levels 0f sensery medality preference. 

This hyp0thesis predicted ne significant main effect fer individual 

differences based upen sensery medality preference, specifically 

audit0ry, visual and no-preference. Alse indicated in Table II, 

suppert fer the null hypethesis was feund (F = 0.31, df = 2/72, 

.E.. > 0.©5). 

4. There is ne significant glebal interactien between extrinsic 

reinforcement, achievement metivatien and sensery medality 

preference in predicting visual discriminatien task perferm

ance in kindergarten children. 
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This hypethesis predicted ne interactien effect based upen the identi

ficatien ef individual differences in the ferm ef level ef achievement 

motivatien, sensery medality preference and as a result 0f randem 

assignment te extrinsic reinfercement cenditien. As indicated in 

Table II, rejecti0n ef this null hypethesis was net supperted (F = 1.00, 

Ef a 4/72, .£. > 0.@5), 

5. Level ef achievement metivatien will net significantly inter

act with extrinsic reinfercement c0nditi0ns in predicting 

visual discrimi nati0n task perf ermance in kindergarten 

children. 
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Evaluati~m of Table II pr0vided supp0rt for this null hyp0thesis as the 

level ef achievement metivatien by extrinsic reinf0rcement cenditien 

interactiGn was faund ne t significant (£. = 0.54, df = 2/72, .E. > 0.05). 

6. Sensery m0dality preferences will net significantly interact 

with extrinsic reinfercement c0nditi0ns in predicting visual 

discriminati0n task perfermance in kindergarten children. 

This hypethesis predicted ne significant interaction effect 

between sensery medality preference and extrinsic reinfercement c0n

diti0ns. As indicated in Table II, the null hypethesis was net 

supperted (F = 2.71, df = 4/72, E. < 0.01). Further evaluatien ef 

hypethesis 6 due te the significant interacti0n previded an analysis 

ef the simple main effects as indicated in Table IV. These results 

previde evidence of significant. differences between extrinsic rein

fercement cenditions at all levels ef sens0ry medality preference 

(SMP-A, SMP-NP and SMP-V) . Fellewing pr0cedures 0utlined by Kirk 

(1968), a subsequent cemparisen 0f ~eans was established threugh the 

utilizatien ef the Tukey rati0 technique. A semewhat modified pre

cedure in the calculatien 0f Tukey's ratie was necessitated due te an 

uneven distributien af data used te calculate specific cell means. An 

analysis ef these results represented in Table V as well as in Figure 1 

indicates a significant differential reinf ercement effect at each level 

ef sensery medality preference. 

Specifically, under beth the SMP-A and SMF-NP cendi ticm, beth the 

ER-V and the ER-VC greups perfermed at a significantly superier level 

0n the visual discriminatien task in cemparisen te the ER-C graup. 

Alsa, ne significant difference between the ER-V and the ER-VC task 

performance was established. Hewever, a cemparisen ef means at the 



TABLE IV 

SUMMARY ©F SIMPLE MAIN EFFECTS ANALYSIS F©R 
EXTRINSIC REINF©RCEMENT C©NE>ITI©N BY 

SENS©RY M©DALITY PREFERENCE 

Begrees 
ef Mean 

Source Freedem Square 

Extrinsic Reinfercement Cenditien 2 142.83 

Between Extrinsic Reinfercement 
Cenditiens 

at (SMP-A) 2 261'.il.15 
at (SMP-NP) 2 453.32 
at (SMP-V) 2 534.86 

Sensory Medality Preference 2 8.25 

Between Sensery Medality 
Preference 

at (ER-V) 2 199.49 
at (ER-C) 2 30. 71 
at (ER-VC) 2 32@.44 

Extrinsic Reinfercement Conditien x 
Medality Preference 4 72.92 

w. Cell (Error) 72 26.9© 

*P < ©.05 . 
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F 

5.31 

4.78* 
4. 30* 
3.93* 

.31 

2.©5 
.36 

2.56 

2. 71 



TABLE V 

TUKEY'S C©MPARIS©N ©F C©RRECT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 
MEANS F©R EXTRINSIC REINF©RCEMENT C©NDITI©NS 

AT ALL LEVELS ©F SENS©RY M0DALITY 
PREFERENCE 

Extrinsic Reinf ercement C0ndi t.iens 
ER-V ER-C ER-VC 

Level ef SMP-A 42.67a 35.86b 48.S©a 
Sensery Medality 
Preference SMP-NP 41.4la 33.07b 43.47a 

SMP-V 5@.28a 36.©©b 34.86b 

Nate: Means represented by different letter subscripts 
fer each level ef sensary modality preference differ fram 
each ether at the 0.05 level. 
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SMP-V level indicated results ef a different nature, establishing a 

specific analysis ef the interactien effect. Under the SMP-V cen

ditien, the ER-V greup shewed significantly superier perfarmance in the 

visual discriminatien task in cemparisen te the ER-C and ER-VC greups. 

In addition, it can alse be seen frem Table V and Figure 1 that there 

was na significant difference between the ER-C and ER-VC greups at 

these levels ef significance. 

Centinuing with the evaluatien ef hypethesis S, Table IV indicates 

that there was ne significant difference between sensery medality pre

ferences at the ER-V, ER-C and ER-VC levels ef extrinsic reinfarcement. 

This result indicated censistent task perfermance far each extrinsic 

reinfarcement cenditien regardless ef individual differences in sensery 

medality preferences identified within each greup. 

7. Level ef achievement metivatian will net significantly inter

act with sensery medality preferences in predicting visual 

discrimination task perfermance. in kindergarten children. 

As indicated in Table II, suppa~t fer this null hypethesis was feund 

(F - ©.21, EK - 2, E. > 0.05). 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION, I:MPLICATI0NS AND REC0MMENBATI0NS 

Intreducti0n 

The overall purpese ef the present investigation was te evaluate 

the differential effects and interactive functien ef extrinsic rein

fercement and twe organismic variables on visual discriminatien in 

kindergarten children. The extrinsic reinfercement effort was pri

marily an extension ef the theeretical and empirical work cenducted by 

Spence (1966), Spence and Dunten (1967), Ferrell (1968) and Spence 

(197©). In additien, the intreductien ef the twe 0rganismic variables · 

in an attempt to previde a unique and meaningful recenceptualizatien ef 

the extrinsic reinfercement issue was established. rhese variables 

included a theoretical medel ef achievement motivation in line with the 

Atkinson (1957, 1958), Atkinsen and Feather (1966) framework in addi

tion to the sensory medality cencept supperted by Wepman (1964), Wepman 

and Morency (1971) • . Hypetheses ef cencern were developed in null f 'enn 

based upon the main and interactive effects ef the· variables under ccm'

sideratien. The present chapter is divided inte three ,major sectiens,. 

Initially, a discussion 0f the · fi.r1dings will be previded. Section two 

will att.empt te draw implicat.iens relevant te educational practice 

while secti:en three wLll set forth recommendations for further 

invest :Lgat icm. 
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Discussion. of the Findings 

Based upon the major purpose of the investigation,. the analysis of 

the·cdata supports .the determinatien 0f a significant main effect fer 

the -independent stimulus variable, namely extrinsic reinfercement. In 

.. additien, a significant interactien. effect evidenced between extrinsic 

reinfercement and sensery medality preference appears te· be the mest 

significant derivative ef the research effort. · The discussion of 

experimental findings devotes much, attention to· .this .issue. However, 

in. view of the retenticm. bf a .majority ef the null hypotheses set .forth 

in .Chapter I,. it is· apparent that further ·explanatien. is essential t0 a 

clear ,treatment of the variables .. The major function of the discussion 

secti on entails· an evaluati en 0f the findings ·thr0ugh integration of 

the theoretical issues and empi.rical evidence. 

Past investigat0rs .have studied the extrinsic reinforcement 

phenomenon through. the manipulation of a variety of variabl·es. ·From a 

review of these research efforts, the safest and .mest appropriate 

statement might well -include calling upon the utilization of positive 

reinforcement .in the learning etwir<:inment . . . Due ts a large number of 

inconsistencies, .. this rather limited statement may provide educators 

with little additic:mal gui.dance fen classrG>Gm intervention. Teager 

and Stern (1969) have actually rec0mmended that children .can be taught 

to employ feedback stimuli exclusively as informati on signals and sub

sequently transfer their informative value ·exclusive ef incentive to 

tasks differing in orientati~n . He observed that none of the effective 

types 0f extrinsic rei nforcement appeared essential fer learning to 

take place. Although these arguments are likely valid under certain 



conditions, generalization ef the position is difficult ta . justify 

based upcm , current findings. Mest specifically, extrinsic reinferce-
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. ment in the ferm· 0f effective incentives may actually pr0mote attending 

behavior .rather than maximize task performance threugh informati·ve 

feedback preperties. 

Evaluation of the null hypethesis directed teward the assessment 

of differential effects of verbal, concrete and cembination verbal

cencrete extrinsic reinforcement suggests no significant difference in 

their 0verall effectiveness to prom0te disariminati0n learning. Judg

ing the fact that this null hypothesis was not retained, suppert for an 

ER-V superiority when cempared to the ER-C treatment conditien must be 

advanced. Based upen the later analysis 0f a significant extrinsic 

reinforcement x sensory modality preference interaction, further eval

uatien of the main effects of extrinsic reinforcement was net deemed 

necessary. However, a peripheral view of these results may provide an 

interesting consideration based upon past empirical evidence. As 

evidenced in Table II and Table III presented in Chapter IV, it does 

appear from a review ef cell means that along with the inherent differ

ences between the ER-V and ER-C groups, evidence of an additional 

difference between the ER-VC and ER-C groups is also indicated. These 

findings appear to be important on several counts and will be developed 

further. 

Previ ously discus sed in Chapter I I , ear ly research assess i n g the 

differential effects Gf extrinsic reinforcement has provided inconsis

tent findings at best (e.g., Terrell and Kennedy, 19.57; Unikel, Strain 

and Adams, 1970) • . Thes e di f f i culties eventually necessitated a rec0n

ceptualization of the extrinsic reinforcement issue through employment 



ef a variety 0f additicmal independent variables. 

It is important te note that the results of this study appear to 

suppert, at least at a surface level, the findings reported by Spence 

(1966), Ferrell (1968) and Litwin (1974). Generally, these studies 

provide substantial suppert fer a verbal reinforcement superiority, 

regardless of s0ci0ec0n0mic level. 
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Based upon these findings, researchers extended eff0rts toward a 

determination of the causitive fact0rs responsible for the verbal rein

fsrcement superiority. Several explanati0ns appear appr0priate. ©ne 

possible explanation was advanced suggesting an inherent reduction of 

the chain 0f mediating responses for verbal reinforcement administra

tion. Under this condition, it may be unnecessary far the learner to 

cenceptualize that a non-verbal symbelic representatien was indicative 

of a correct respense. Other discussion can be generated fr0m Th0rn

dike' s (1936) early arguments which propased a scatter 0f influence 

leading to satiatien during the administration 0f concrete incentives 

on an intermittant schedule. ©ne final explanation of the verbal 

reinforcement superiority receiving mederate support was based upon the 

Distractibility Hypothesis (Spence, 1970). The auth0r advanced the 

pesitien that c0ncrete rewards immediately administered after a c0rrect 

respense tended tG significantly distract the child's attending 

behavior from the demands ef the task situatiGn. In l ine with the 

findings rep0rted in Chapter I V, it now appears that past attempts te 

test the Distractibility Hypothesis through analysis 0f verbal and 

combined verbal-concrete reinforcement differences have been generally 

appropriate but rather limited in scope . 

To summarize the discussion to this paint, it appears that the 
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noted ER-V superierity in conjunctien with the apparent lack of support 

for the Distractibility Hypothesis provides support f©r the work 

presented by Farber (1971) and Blair (1972). However, the addition of 

sensory medality to the extrinsic reinforcement line of study may pro

vide sufficient justification for the revitalization of the extrinsic 

reinforcement issue. 

Evaluation of the hypotheses presented in Chapter I investigating 

the extrinsic reinforcement x sensory modality preference interactien 

predicts no significant interaction effect. Rejection of this null 

hypothesis allows one to recommend the existence of a unique relation

ship between the extrinsic reinforcement and sensory modality pre

ference variables. Specifically, Table IV and Table V presented in 

Chapter IV provide the necessary evidence for a reconceptualization of 

the extrinsic reinforcement issue with regard to the Distractibility 

Hypothesis. Analysis of the data indicates clear support for previous 

research conducted by Spence (1966), Spenc.e and Segner (1967), Ferrell 

(1968) and Litwin (1974) with respect to an ER-V superiority over the 

ER-C cc:mditicm at all levels 0f sensory modality preference. · In 

addition, the SMP-A and SMP-NP levels of sensory modality preference 

clearly provide additional support suggesting ne significant distracti

bility based upen the administrati0n ef c0ncrete reward. H0wever, an 

extremely impertant extrinsic reinforcement x sensory modality pre

ference i:nteracti0n is evidenced thr0ugh cemparis0n of cell means 

under the SMP-V condition at the ER-C and ER-VC levels of extrinsic 

reinforcement, Under these conditions, results cc:>ntinue te indicate a 

significantly $uperior ER-V effect. Most importantly, hewever, the 

"f ailu,~e ~o 0btain a calculated significant difference between the ER-C 
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and ER-VC grsups in c0njuncti0n with the significant ER-V superiority 

pr0vides support for the Distractibility Hypothesis as advanced by 

Spence (197©), Teager and Stern (1969) and Marshall (1969). Children 

evaluated as falling within the visual sensory m0dality group and there

by ccmsidered "visual learners" were significantly distracted in their 

task perfermance by the presentation 0f the "m&m'1 concrete reward. 

These findings gain added imp0rtance based upon the position that visual 

learners tend t0 enhance their learning potential through the dec0ding 

and internal processing of visual stimulation pr0vided by the curricular 

materials and instructional design. The lack ef distractibility 0f the 

ccmcrete reward evaluated by the ER-V /ER-YC comparison for both 

"auditory learners" and those children demonstrating no preferred 

learning medality establishes the identificatien of specific individual 

differences in task performance based up0n sensory medality preference 

and extrinsic reinforcement. As Wepman (1964) argues, the inherent 

value ef extrinsic reinforcement is evide~ced enly in its capacity te 

actually reinforce the instructional program presented to the learner. 

The administration of extrinsic reinforcement may provide a negative 

aspect of the instructional system if it carries with it confusing 

properties or a demand for excessive amounts of time. The present in

vestigation clearly establishes supp0rt for this line of reasoning when 

visual learners are provided concrete rewards. In addition, the 

relationship has established an important c0nnecti0n between extrinsic 

reinfercement effectiveness and the overall perceptual medality pre

ference Gf the child. Based upen the discussion, it may be cencluded 

that the Distractibility Hypethesis dees appear te be valid under cer

tain c0nditi0ns where the child's preferred learning modality is visual 
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in nature. 

An additional maj0r hyp0thesis of concern addressed itself to the 

differential effec~s of level of achievement motivati on (high versus 

low) on subsequent task performance. Although the null hypothesis was 

not rejected, further evaluation of the concept appears warranted. 

Based upon past evidence, the theoretical relatiGnship between achieve

ment motivation and task perf0rmance predicted increased success for 

those high in achievement striving. Although the investigation did not 

specifically test the achievement motivation theoretical framework, 

evaluative efforts were provided to assess the gress utility of the 

theoretical construct tG predict task performance. Failure to suppert 

the relatienship may reasonably be assumed te be the contribution of 

extraneous factors. 

Results may pessibly be the responsibility of a variety of ex

ternally based situational factors (Text) entering into the experi

mental setting. These situational factors may provide a significant 

level of influence in the arousal of achievement-oriented behavior. 

F0r example, Eleuvan (1956) reported that her working-class subjects 

were found t0 rely heavily upon situational factors, specifically 

extrinsic incentives , Suppert f0r this c0ntenti0n is als0 drawn frem 

Herner (Berlyne, et al., 1971) wh0 argues that those individuals 

classified as lew in intrinsic metivation teward achievement will 

perform at a level equal t0 those high in achievement m0tivati0n when 

apprapriate extrinsic incentives are provided. 

Past theoretical efforts previded by Smith (1969) and Baron (1966) 

linking one' s developmenta l his tory ef r einforcement te s ubsequent .task 

performance, achievement striving and preference for external incentives 
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are n0t substantiated by the findings. Alth0ugh it is likely that each 

individual dGes establish a pers0nal extrinsic reinfercement baseline 

based upen secial history antecedents, specific psychosituati<:mal char

acteristics may ·possibly reduce the everall influence. of· these fact0rs. 

In addition to the recGgnized centribtJtion Gf extrinsic incentives, it 

is possible that· specific demand characteristics ·arranged and manip

ulated by the Experimenter may have actually cohersed the Subjects 10w= 

in achievement metivatiem t0 attend to the task situation,. thereby in

creasing . performance. This implicati0n ·is especially interesting in 

light of · the contrasting group administration to assess level of 

achievement motivation for present research ·purpeses. 

Maehr and Sjogren (1971) present the argument that theinternal 

motivational tendencies toward task performance, namely Ms and Maf> are 

an integral part ef the one's enduring orientaticm and that this 

predilecticm will vary between individuals. However, it does appear . 

that the internal characteristics are.much m0re transient than 

originally assumed, at least fer short-term task performance. In 

accord with this analysis, Klinger's (1966) review presented in 

Chapter II provides a S·imilar dis-tinctiem between task-specific and 

molar performance measurements in relati0n te the achievement 

metivation-performance prediction. The author prevides evidence to 

suggest that the achievement m0tivaticm-perf0rmance relati0nship 

appears markedly subject t0 situaticmal determinants wheri evaluated 

thr0ugh task-specific measurements. Gn the ether hand, molar measure

ments 0f the relaticmship premise a relatively stable indicatien 0f the 

effect of achievement motivatien on leng-term achievement-0riented 

activity. 
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Based up0n the findings, it dees appear.that utilizati0n 0f the 

achievement metivati0n cencept within the academic setting may n0t 

enhance one's ability to predict specific task perfermance en a day-te

day basis. Mest importantly, it may be argued that in any given 

situatien, any child may demonstrate ebservable achievement striving 

behavier based upcm the administrati0n ef individually apprepriate 

incentives. 

Throughout the manuscript, ene everriding philosophical p0siti0n 

has been advanced. Specifically stated, this pesitfon recommends that · 

if effective, productive instruction is ta be realized, the practical 

recognition of individual differences of the learner must be validly 

assessed and utilized . In reviewing the ·sensory medali ty literature in 

Chapter II, it was realized that current attempts te match sensery 

modality preference to cemplimentary systems of instructien have met 

with only limited success. Although the research effort was net 

specifically designed to assess this .issue, the main effects hypothesis 

cencerning sensory medality preference appears ta have added little ta 

a recenciliatien of the inconsistencies feund in the literature. 

Current findings suppor t the null hypothesis of no significant main 

effects fer SMP-V, SMP-A and SMP-NP greups based upon visual discrim

inatien l earning perfermance. This result is in agreement with the 

research efforts reported by Ringler, Smith and Culliman (1971). 

Elifferential levels ef task performance were net indicated based upem 

the identification ef auditery, visual· and ne preference learner 

characteristics. The fact that the task itself was highly oriented 

t eward t he visual present ati0n of s t imuli and , ther efore , subject t e 

bias favoring the visual learner appears te have had little effect 0n 
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the autcame. In explanatian, it is likely that these findings were due 

te specific task requirements demanding rather grass forms ef visual 

discriminatien. Task perfermance subject te fine visual discriminatiens 

may have significantly altered the experimental findings. 

The remaining three hypetheses ef concern directed their attention 

ta the interactien between extrinsic reinforcement and achievement 

metivatien, achievement mativatien and sensery medality preference and 

the global interactien ef all independent variables, c0ncurrently. The 

statistical treatment ef the data set ferth in Chapter IV demenstrates 

no significant differential effects based upen these specific inter

actiens ef the extrinsic reinfercement, sensory medality preference and 

achievement metivatien variables. All null hypetheses cencerning the 

interactive functien ef these variables based upen the stated three 

cemparisans were retained. 

Educational I mplicatians 

Although generalizatien ef the findings te the academic setting 

must be considered tentative, several educatienal implicatiens may 

provide seme directien te the practitianer. It may be argued that the 

administration ef verbal er secially eriented medes ef reinfercement 

will be mest effective in the premetien ef efficient task perfermance. 

Hewever, the present use af cencrete incentives in the classreem an a 

limited b as i s with same chil dren r e quires fur ther eva luati on of rei n

farcing agent characteristics . Cancrete rewards are employed to in

crease the child's attention span and interest level ef the academic 

activity. Becaus e thei r everall e ffe cts have been found te dissipate 

ever time, transfer frem cencrete te verbal reinforcement early in the 
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instructi0nal or behavieral management pr0gram may be required. 

Furtherm0re, implimentatien 0f varieus systems 0f concrete reward such 

as the token ec0nomy er presentation of candy sh0uld net be expected to 

replace cegnitively stimulating curricular materials , 

It was found that the Distractibility Hypothesis is likely relevant 

when the learner's preferred channel ef sensory input is visual in 

nature. Educati0nal implications appear warranted en twe counts. 

Initially, it is suggested that educaters establish verbally-based 

systems ef extrinsic reinf0rcement whenever p0ssible t0 compliment 

instructional pr0grams. In additi0n, concrete rewards should be used 

sparingly and only when the situation demands. Special care must be 

taken to insure that the administration 0£ cencrete rewards is 

accomplished in a way that reduces the inherent level ef distracti-

bili ty. These implications are especially meaningful for kindergarten 

children similar in characteristics to the population under investiga

tion. F0r visual learners, c0ncrete rewards are l ikely t0 pr0vide a 

negative aspect tG the learning situation and consequently sheuld net be 

administered during the activity. If concrete incentives are deemed 

necessary, cauticm sh0uld be taken in the determinati0n of the specific 

namenclatureand schedule 0£ reward presentation. 

Educational implications cencern,ing the achievement metivati0n 

construct are difficult te assess at this time. From t he discussion, 

it has been argued tha t a dditional s i tuati onall y-specific cues, task 

characteristics and instructional procedures previde a wide variety ef 

extrinsic incentive conditiens centingent upen completien of an academic 

activity. The individual student i s f ully aware that his academic 

performance is continually evaluated thr0ugh grade reports, special 
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privileges, tangible rewards or teacher cemments and expectatiens. 

The overall utility of the the0ry 0f Achievement MGtivatien in the 

academic setting must continue to remaln highly speculative. TG date, 

the theery has been primarily cencerned with highly specialized in

ternal and externally controlled conditi0ns, events eften difficult if 

net impossible te manage iri the public scheol classroom. 

The basic questien ef designing instructienal strategies sensitive 

te individual learner differences has received rigorous attention in 

this investigatien. Apparently, educat0rs need not enly consider the 

characteristics ef the stimulus materials inherent in the instructienal 

program, but equal emphasis sheuld be placed en the interactive effects 

ef sensory feedback and strategies of extrinsic reinforcement, Future 

emphasis en the evaluatien ef feedback systems in cenjunctien with the 

type af reinforcement administered may establis? a meaningful analysis 

ef matching instructional strategies te achievement-related learner 

characteristics. 

Recommendations fer Further Research 

The overall importance in the recognition and utilizatien of inter

and intra-individual differences t0 promote academic task perfermance 

has been emphasized thrQughout the manuscript . The major implicatien 

ef this study is derived from the significance ef the extrinsic rein

fercement and sensory modality preference interaction~ Although mast 

pre-primary sch00l 'children respond positively te verbal reinf0rcement, · 

cencrete rewards are often used during the initial stages af learning 

with some students. Censequently, the child that does require concrete 

incentives to enhance motivational tendencies teward academic 
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achievement may experience a distractibility of feedback effect as a 

result ef such techniques. This conditien is especially true for these 

children showing modal preferences in the visual sensory input channel. 

For visual learners, censideration of the magnitude of distractibility 

inherent in concrete incentive adrninistrati0n should be evaluated. 

Based upen the expleratory nature of the study and the discussion 

of findings reperted in previous sections, general recommendatiens are 

advanced in several areas. A reconceptualization and extension of the 

extrinsic reinforcement and sensory modality theoretical structure is 

suggested at three levels of c0ncern: (1) performance task character

istics, (2) individual learner differences related to task performance, 

and (3) externally-based psychosituational c0nditions. 

The overall interest level, complexity and general nomenclature of 

the instructienal task should be evaluated in future research. Further 

effert should be directed toward the relatienship between students' 

sensory modality learning preferertces and the sensory instructional 

approach used. Visual, auditory and kinesthetically oriented learning 

tasks in conjunction with vari0us extrinsic reinf0rcement conditi0ns 

and modal preferences of the learner should be used as additional 

levels of comparisen. A reconceptualization G~ sensery mc:idality theory 

based upon extrinsic reinforcement considerations may further 

facilitate the individualizatien of instructfon. Eff0rts designed to 

compare molar and task-specific assessments ef academic achievement 

sheuld be undertaken to advance further evaluation of the achievement 

motivation-performance relationship. 

In censideratien of individual learner · differences related to task 

performance, further research shGuld re-evaluate the extrinsic 
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reinforcement x sensory modality preference interaction. Extension of 

the findings may be enhanced through ccmsideration of a variety of task 

related .organismic variables prevalent in past extrinsic reinforcement 

efforts. For example, a reconceptualization of the issue based upon the 

socioeconomic status of the learner should be initiated. The differen

tial effects of ·extrinsic incentives at various . levels of sensory 

modality preference may not be consistent for bGth lower-class and 

middle-class children. Continued research may also provide clarifica

ticm through assessment of the learner's developmental level and c0gni

tive functioning in relaticm to chronological age. Specific emphasis 

should be placed upon multi-dimensional comparisons at several points 

along the social maturity-immaturity continuum for children within the 

borderline, average and superior levels of intellectual ability. How

ever, some cautien should be taken in the evaluation of these variables 

for children beyond .the early primary school level. Since current 

theoretical speculation establishes a period of sensory modality 

strength equilization at age nine for most children, the inclusion of 

comparison groups beyond this age level does not appear warranted. Re

newed interest in the, historical antecedents evaluated through social 

history interview techniques should also be established. Specific 

topics of c0ncern may· include the level 0f parental demand for achieve

ment, parental atti tudes toward academic achievement, the encouragement 

of goal setting, behavior, and the h:i'.story 0f early s0cial-material 

reinforcement schedules including an analysis 0f task-specific baselines 

of extrinsic incentives. In considerati0n of H0rner's (1971) theoret

ical pesiti0n, further attention should also be directed toward the 

function Glf Subjects' sex on the extrinsic rei!).forcement, achievement 
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metivatien and sensory modality preference analysis. 

Recommendations are also advanced through consideration of 

externally-based psychosituational conditions. Most importantly, con

tinued research should be conducted to assess the application of the 

Distractibility Hypothesis to various curricular materials and in

structienal programs presently used in the pre-primary and elementary 

school classroom. A variety of concrete rewards, e.g., consumable, 

monetary, token, toys, etc., should be administered to ascertain dis

tractibility and reinforcement effects. Attempts should be made to 

increase the meaningfulness of the concrete rewards under study. The 

effects of permitting visual, auditory and no-preference learners to 

select their own rewards from an assortment readily available should be 

determined. 

Specific demand characteristics prevalent in any Subject

Experimenter interaction and subject to additional psychosituational 

influences makes generalization of the findings limited in scope. Pre

training precedures administered prior to the experimental session 

should be included as an attempt to equalize performance and instruc

tional variables and reduce the distraction effects of extraneous con

ditions, stimuli interference and novelty of exposure to treatments. As 

a result ef the present investigation, a recenceptualization and inte

gration of the extrinsic reinforcement and sensory modality preference 

theoretical framework should provide direction for continued research in 

this area of inquiry. 
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Instrumentation 

Animal Crackers: A Tes t Gf Mo tivation te Achieve 

(Adkins and Baliff, 1975) 
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Animal Crackers is primarily a greup administered, diagnostic test 

that provides an assessment of a child's metivatien to achieve. The 

developmental ratienale for censtruction ef the t~st materials is based 

upon the difficulties enc0untered in the use ef traditional prejective 

methods ta accurately measure achievement motivation in very young 

children~ Essentially requiring little expressive verbal ability, 

Animal Crackers utilizes an ebjective-projective technique and requires 

that the child choose between verbally described alternative behaviors 

er attitudes representative of motivational differences in sch00l 

achievement . 

The test itself requires that the subject select ene of twe 

identical animals fer each item that differ in sch00l related verbal 

descriptiens only. In essence, the child cheeses his own animal that 

behaves as he behaves, likes what he likes and does what he does. 

Respenses are recerded by the child in an individual test beeklet. 

Advantages of the instrument include group administration capabilities, 

ease ef scaring and a 30 ta 45 minute administration time. Animal 

Crac~ers is appropriate fer preschool, kindergarten and first grade 

level children. 

Atkins and Baliff suggest that the achievement eriented behavior 

from which metivati0n to achieve is inferred may be represented as five 

(5) discrete areas. In addition, each ef the compenent areas prev.i.des · 

for a unique way of assessing self-attitudes established through the 
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presentation of similar sets 0f cues. The auth0rs provide a descrip

tion 0f the cernpenent parts ef achievement metivatien as they perceive 

them: 

School Enjeyment. This area attempts to ascertain the degree ta 

which the child expects te enjey working and accomplishing in school. 

That expectatien is reflected in items in which he indicates whether he 

likes te learn and whether he prefers certain learning activities to 

ether activities. 

Self-Cenfidence. This area focuses on the child's concept of him

self as successful or unsuccessful in achieving his geals. The items 

dealing with this area ••• relate generally to the child's self-image. 

Purposiveness. The child's ability te set up purpeses fer direct

ing his behavier is reflected in this area. The items suggest werking 

toward future goals. 

Instrumental Activity. Clesely related te purposiveness of 

behavi<n is the knewledge ef and ability to. engage in instrument-:il steps 

teward acc0mplishing established purpeses. Items in this area deal wi·th 

an erientatien ·teward autenemeus activity, the apprepriate use ef time, 

and interaction with ethers. 

Self-Eva luati0n. The items in this area attempt te ascertain the 

child's ability te evaluate his performance. Self-evaluatien is 

reflected in items that test whether the child knows when his werk is 

right, when he is deing well in sch00~, what he can and cann<3t de and 

whether he always daes his best. 
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In the s .tandardizatien 0f Anima-J. Cr-aekets·, the authers utilized a 

stratified natic:mal sample sf kindergarten and first grade cl;.ildren·. 

Tes ting was accemplished · fsr 10, 899 children in some· 2, 500 scheel 

districts, The _initial testing of 5, 710 children was conducted in the 

fall, 1973. Additienal testing for 5,189 children was performed in 

April, 1974. Frsm the data obtained, fall and spring age norms were 

calculated and are available at beth the kindergarten and first grade 

level. 

Kuder-Richardson ,Fermula 20 reliabi:Jl.ity coe.ffici.ents ' measuring the 

internal .consistency fer the twelve-item cempenent scares far Animal 

Crackers are reported ts range fn;)in 0. 69 te 0. 35 fer kindergarten, and. 

from 0.88 to 0.92 for first grade. 0verall KR-28 reliability ceeffi

cients fer the tetal test are 0. 94 fer fall testing and G. 95 _for s_pring 

testing fer the kindergarten gr0up . Fall and spring ceefficients fer 

the first grade sample are beth reperted as 0.98. 

Because validity criteria are s0mewhat difficult te define fer 

affective demairi variables, the authors attempt te provide inferential 

data cencerning the c:iverall validity of the .instrument. Animal 

Crackers originated as a maj0r revision ef its ·predecessor, Gumpg0okies, 

and d0es share a similar theeretical erientaticm. Criterion-related 

validity 0f Animal Crackers may be assumed fr0m research results re

perted with the earlier instrument (Adkins and Baliff, 1970a). Findings 

reperted shew low positive correlati·ens with age and intelligence . 

Cerrelatien. c0efficients with the- Stanf0rd-Binet Intelligence Test . rang~ 

frc:im ©.2© to 0.35 . In addition, statistically significant Chi Square 

relatiGnships between test scores and teacher rati ngs ef individual 

children's metivatien are rep0rted in the examiner's manual. 
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Kindergarten Screening Test (KST) 

(Young, 1975) 

The Ki~dergarten Screening Test assembled by Y0ung (1975) was the 

result ef experimental efforts to identify and evaluate kindergarten 

children's pre-reading abilities in the cognitive and psych0m0tor areas 

as predict0rs of future success with differential methods of reading 

instruction. The study investigated the relationship 0f 31 readi.ng 

readiness variables based upen subsequent performance in f,;mr approaches 

te ·reading instructicm: the Auditery-Visual Meth0d, the Visual-Auditory 

Methed, the Linguistic-Word Structure Meth0d and the Linguistic-Language 

Experience Method. In a cempanien study develeped by Treadway (1975), 

six additional unique variables were evaluated. In addition te the 

identification of highly significant predictors ef reading success 

related to specific instructional method, the variables identified as 

accounting for the ·highest percentage of variance also indicated a 

str0ng reiatienship between the Auditory-Visual and Linguistic~Werd 

Structure methods. In additien, a significant relationship was alse 

evidenced between the Visual-Auditory and the Linguistic-Language 

Experience methods. These indications provided an appropriate 

rationale for the grouping of predicter variables based upen reported 

relationships in efferts te assess sensery modality p·references 

essential to the meth0dolegical cencerns of the present investigatien.l 

A descriptien of the composite subtests drawn from the Y0ung ·and 

Treadway studies and utilized in the assessment of visual, auditory and 

1Appendix B, Table VIII, demenstrates specific subtests utilized 
in the assessment ef visual and auditery channel preferences. 
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•ne-prefereni::e learners will be advanced. Fen purpeses .0f the current 

±m1estigati0n, .an abbrevi~ted versien Gf the ·KST .was administered based 

upon predictors providing the highest aceountability of explained 

variance. The first sectfon will describe subtests administered under 

. gr0up , inst·r uctien procedures. Sub tests drawn. from the Murphy..,.Hurrell 

.Readiness Test (MDRT), H, Murphy and Donald D. Durrell (1964), included 

: the .Learning Rate and Letter Names IL Als0, the Numbers, .Alphabet and 

·Word ~eaning. subtests were taken from the Metr0politan Readiness Tests 

(MRT):, Ferm A, Hildreth, Griffiths and McGauven .(1965). 

Learning Rate . Test (MDRT) , The purp0se ef the Learning Rate Test 

. is ta determine the . number of werds that a child, is · able to learn in 

Gme ·day under. standard conditicms of present;aticm, Since the Learning 

Rate Test . dees not correlate highly with the Phcmemes Test er the 

Letter Names ·Test, it serves the unique purpose ef measuring a differ

ent compenent Gf pupil's readiness t0 read • 

. The nine words in the Learning Rate Test include n<:>uns, v~rbs, and 

adjectives, all meaningful te - children and easily illustrated. Each 

word is . pres.ented in three different ways--in print en the cha1kboard, 

in print en a flash card, and in the test · beeklet·. At ~ach presenta

ti0n, the-. names ef the, )'10-pds are given by the teacher and repeated by 

the children~ and meanings are stressed •. One . h0ur . after teaching, 

ch:J_ldren are, a~~ed t0 identify tj:le we:rds . in twe multiple.-chei.ce 

situaticms: the first r _equires the cj:lild to discriminate .the ward from 

ether words taught; the second requires the discrimination among wor4s 

similar in form, but not taught. 

Letter Names II Test (MDRT), Knowledge ef letter names is . usually 
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the child's first perceptual. achievement directly related tG reading, 

his first asseciatien of .sound with . print, B0th capital ·and. lewer-case 

letters . are included in the test . However, lower-case letters .are mGre 

important t~ reading~ It requires identificati0n of letters names by 

the t,aci.cher. For pupils to give the names of letters is mare. difficult 

and. requires individual testing, Most letter names centain their 

sounds, with an . extraneous vowel to cemplete the "name." . Children .who 

have attached names to letters will learn te read much mere readily 

than .those wha have not. This test ·points aut that what is necessary 

is to have the .name rH. sEiund attached to the letter, 

Alphabet Test (MRT). The Alphabet subtest is designed te test the 

chil4's ability te rec0gnize lewer-case letters of the alphabet. In the 

16-item test, the pupil respends by selecting a letter named from four 

alternatives • 

. Numbers Test (MRT). The Number subtest censists of a 26-item test 

based up~n kn0¥ledge 0£ numbers. The pupil selects frem three pictures 

the cme which qenotes size, time and similar number cencepts , 

Ward Meaning Test (MRT). The Werd Meaning subtest measures the 
- I .- . 

child's memary of verbal concepts , It is presented in the form 0f a 

picture vocabulary test Ej.nd .all0ws the child t0 demenstrate his eral 

vocabulary ab i lities. W.Grds are primar ily selected f rom standard 

kindergarten and primary wt::>rd lists . Vecabulary is possibly cme of the 

mcst valid indicat0rs of general . mental maturity. It i ·s believed that 

the Word Meaning Test provides fa r a representati~n of this general 

mental maturity in the total readiness scare. 
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The eec0nd s~ction ef the screening test includes subteste that 

are individually administered. These subtests were drawn from the 

Illineis Test of Psycholinguistic. Abilities, (ITPA), McCarthy and Kirk 

(1968) and the Wechsler Presch00l and Primary Scale ef· Intelligence 

(WPPSI), We~qsl~r (1949) • 

. A teat utilized from the 1.1!! wq.s Grammatic Clesure subtest; while 

the tests included frGm the WPPSI were the Vocabulary and Geometric 

Besign subtests. 

Grammatic . Clesure Test (ITPA) . This test evaluates functions at 

the automatic level, which indicates ability to integrate units into 

whales. The test assesses the child's ability t0 make use ef the re

dundancies 0f G.ral language in acquiring aut0matic habits far handling 

syntax and gra)Jlil1atic inflections. The child is asked te resp0nd 

~ut0matically to. often repeated verbal expressions ef standard American 

speech. 

Vc:icabulary Test (WPPSI). This . test is classified as, ene Gf the 

fiye verbal tests given .for determining the child ' s apility ta identify 

witµ ward d~finitions. The .examiner provides eral stimul~s and the 

s~'bject resp.ands orally. This subtest measures many of the sam.e mental 

precess~s that are measured by informati~n. and similarities. It :·serves 

te . sugg~st the general leve.l of auditory comprehension. 

Ge0metric l!>esign Test (WPPSI). The child is presented with a 

stimulus picture of a geometric design and is aske,d te. reproduc~ the 

design with a pencil. The . test measures the child's ability to re..,. 

preduce geemetric figµres and evaluates the visual-meter prgan:j.zatfoµ . 
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an\i calls attenticm to behaviera1 lags 0f the child. 

Visual ~iscrimination Learning Task 

As an attempt to gain meaningful me&surements 0f differential 

r~inforcement effectiveness, a three-ch0ice visual discriminaticm 

·1earping task was specifically developed fGr use in the study. Altheugh 

the general nature 0f the testing instrument possesses characteristics 

similar tea task employed by Spence and Segner (1967), the overall 

precedures used in its c0nstruction differ significantly. The learning 

task will consist 0f fGur sets 0f line drawings, three drawings per 

set, that are. familiar to the subjects. All specific sets of line 

drawings will censist of unrelated objects (i.e., a cash register, air-

plane and ball). 

A preference study was conducted as a means t0 secure relatively 

similf:lr sets, of. line drawings f(')r use cm the task. Pri'c;ir to the st~dy, 

a tetal ef 6© line .drawings were gathered for possible inclus.io.n in the 

learning task. From these drawings, 30 pictures were . randomly selected 

fer use in the preference study. Subjects . fer the preference study . 

consisted of 25 kindergarten children .participating in the . Pawnee 

Public Schef!>l pregram located in the. small East Central ©klab0ma te.wn. 
. . . 

Prqaedures for the preference study fellowed amedification Gf the 

~-sert Technique .first intr0duced by Stephensen (1953). Each child was 

asked to di·stribute the line drawings a leng ene eff~ctive dimension, 

that is, degree ef preference. Distribution ef the drawings was 

guided by the categories ef ".Really Like," "©K" and "Bon't Lil$e." A 

f e r ro of the "fa ce technique~ ' was used ti.:> aid t he chil d i n. r ememh'¢l!':i:ng 

the categories• Weighted scores were. established t<;> indicate 'the. 



overall Preference Score for each line drawing. Selection of line 

drawings for inclusion in the task within each of the four sets was 

based upon the calculated Preference Score Index. 2 Each set of line 

llS 

drawings consisted of pictures of equal preference. The fact that all 

pictures chosen for use in the instrument were taken from those 

established as positively preferred provided a task that is most likely 

acceptable in content to each child. The preference study was an 

attempt to equate the line drawings within each set, removing as much 

initial subject response bias as possible from subsequent measurements. 

©ne complete trial is defined as a single presentation of each of 

the four sets 0£ line drawings. Since the maximum length of the dis-

criminatien task is 15 trials, it was necessary te prepare a slide 

presentation containing 6© sets of line drawings. The serial position 

of each of the four sets of line drawings were counterbalanced through-

out the trials. In additien, the left-center-right spacial position of 

each set of line drawings was randomized across orders. 3 

2Appendix B, Table IX, pr0vides a listing of the raw data gathered 
threugh preference study precedures. A weighted Preference Scene Index 
is alse included for each line drawing administration. 

3A complete list of the sequential positioning for the first 
fifteen sets of line drawings is presented as Table X in Appendix B. 
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s.§. 

7 
8 

65 
28 
72 
75 
27 
60 

70 
18 
52 
16 
53 
24 
59 
61 

69 
54 
81 
86 
89 
56 

1 
20 

25 
32 
50 
64 
67 
11 
17 
22 

39 
40 
10 
13 

TABLE VI 

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION ASSESSMENT 
PRESENTED FOR EACH SUBJECT IN 

RANK ORDER F0RM 

Achievement Achievement 
Motivatien Motivat.ian 

Score Rank .ss Score 

30 1.0 4 49 
31 2.5 14 49 
31 2.5 19 49 
32 5.0 33 49 
32 5.0 84 49 
32 5.0 41 50 
33 8.0 58 50 
33 8.0 6 51 

33 8 . 0 34 51 
34 10.0 37 51 
36 11.0 90 51 
37 12.0 29 52 
38 13.0 57 52 
39 14.5 85 52 
39 14.5 87 52 
40 16. 0 . 88 52 

41 17.0 46 53 
42 19. 0 62 53 
42 19 . 0 73 53 
42 19.0 2 54 
43 21.0 23 54 
44 22.0 35 54 
45 26.0 44 54 
45 26.0 66 54 

45 26.0 68 54 
45 26. (iJ 74 54 
45 26.0 83 54 
45 26.0 15 55 
45 26.0 48 55 
46 30.0 49 55 
47 32.5 79 55 
47 32.5 82 55 

47 32.5 9 56 
47 32.5 26 56 
48 35.5 36 56 
48 35.5 38 56 

llT 

Rank 

39.0 
39.© 
39 .© 
39.0 
39.0 
42.5 
42.5 
45.5 

45.5 
45.5 
45.5 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 

54.0 
54.0 
54.0 
59.5 
59.5 
59.5 
59.5 
59.5 

59.5 
59.5 
59.5 
66.0 
66.0 
66.0 
66.© 
66.0 

71.© 
71.0 
71.© 
71.0 
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TABLE VI (CONCLUDED) 

Achievement Achievement 
Motivation Metivati0n 

Si! Score Rank SS See re Rank 

63 56 71.0 55 58 81. 5 
3 57 76.5 78 58 81.5 

12 57 76.5 5 59 86.5 
21 57 76.5 31 59 86.5 

30 57 76.5 43 59 86.5 
45 57 76.5 76 59 86.5 
47 57 76.5 77 59 86.5 
42 58 81.5 8() 59 86.5 
51 58 81.5 71 60 90.0 
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13 
34 
63 
12 
61 
49 
16 

4 

71 
41 
40 
42 
77 
64 
24 
45 

38 
3 

83 
59 
62 
76 
25 
29 

37 
78 
80 
66 
15 
19 
72 
81 

75 
39 
28 
36 
82 · 

TABLE VII 

SUMMARY OF VISUAL-AUDIT©RY SENSORY MODALITY 
DISCREPANCIES PRESENTED BY RANK ©RDER 

AS STANDARD SCORE TRANSFORMATIONS 

Visual-Auditory · 
Visual Auditory Discrepancy 

-2.2624 -0.4©19 -1. 8605 
-1.3179 0.3896 -1. 7075 
-1. 8688 -0.3228 -1. 5461 

0.5711 1. 89'34 -1. 3224 
-1. 7901 -0.5602 -1. 2299 

0. 8072 1. 9726 -1.1654 
-2.1837 -1. 0351 -1.1486 

0.5711 1.6560 -1.0849 

0.4136 1. 4977 -1. 0841 
0.0988 1.1811 -1. 0823 

-1.1605 -0.0853 -1. 0752 
1.1220 2.0517 -0.9297 

-0.0586 ©.8645 -0.9231 
-0.8457 0.0730 -©.9187 
-2.2624 -1. 3517 -0. 9107 
-0. 8457 -0.0853 -0. 7603 

0. 4924 1.1811 -©.6887 
-0.8457 -©.1645 -©.6812 

0.1775 0.7062 -0.5287 
l. 2794 1.7351 -0.4557 

-0.1373 0.3104 -0. 44 77 
0.6498 1.0228 - 0 .373© 
0.4924 0.8645 - 0. 3721 

-0.0586 0. 3104 -0.3690 

..:.0.0586 0.3104 -0 . 3690 
-0.1373 0.2313 -0.3686 

1.1220 1. 4185 - 0 . 2965 
1.0433 1. 3394 -0. 2961 
0. 7285 1. 0228 - 0 .2943 
©.3349 0.6270 -0.2921 

-0.6882 -0.4019 -0 . 2863 
-1. 3179 -1. 0351 -0.2828 

-1. 7114 - 1. 4389 -0.2806 
-1. 5540 -1.3517 - 0 .2©23 
-2.4985 -2.3015 -0.1970 

l.©433 1. 1811 -Q.1378 
0.5711 0.7062 -0.1351 
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Rank 

1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 

9.© 
1©.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
15.0 
16.0 

17.0 
18.0 
19.0 
2©.0 
21.0 
22.0 
23.© 
24.5 

24.5 
26.0 
27.0 
28.0 
29.0 
30.0 
31.0 
32.0 

33.0 
34.0 
35 .0 
36.© 
37.© 
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TABLE VII (C0NTINUED) 

Visual-Auditory 
SS Visual Auditory Discrepancy Rank 

47 -0.©586 ©.0730 -0 . 1316 38.0 
73 -1. 7114 -1. 5892 -0.1223 39.0 
85 0,3349 0.3896 -0.0547 40.© 

31 -0.6882 -0.6394 -0.0489 41.0 
35 0. 5 711 ©.5479 0.0232 42.0 
43 0.4924 0.4687 0.0236 43.0 
87 -1. ©031 -1. 0351 0.0320 44.0 
89 -1. 7901 -1. 8266 0.0365 45.© 
86 0.9646 0.8645 0.1001 46.0 
65 1.7517 1.5768 0.1748 47.(i) 
5 1.0433 0.8645 ©.1788 48.0 

50 o. 9646 0. 7853 0.1792 49.0 
21 0. 7285 0.5479 0.18©6 50.0 
1 ©. 5711 0. 3896 0.1815 51.0 

18 0.©988 -0.0853 (i).1841 52.0 
8 (i).02©1 -0.1645 0.1846 53. (i) 

33 -0.3734 -0.5602 0.1868 54.(i) 
23 -0.8457 -1.0351 0.18945 55.0 
11 -0. 9244 -1.1143 ©.18990 56.© 

7 1.122© 0.8645 0.25751 57.© 
10 0.8859 ©.5479 ©.33799 58.0 
55 ©.6498 0. 3Hl4 ©.33932 59. (i) 
17 0.4924 0 .1521 0.34021 60.0 
90 ©.3349 -0. 0062 ©. 3411© 61.0 
20 0.1775 -0.1645 0.34198 62.5 
6© 0.1775 -©.1645 ©.34198 62.5 
3© -1.3966 - 1. 7475 0.35086 64. (i) 

74 1.3581 0.9436 0.41448 65.0 
54 0.4924 ©.0730 0.41936 66.© 
46 1. 3581 (i),8645 0.49363 67.0 
70 -©.2160 -©. 7185 0.5025© 68.© 
57 -0.5308 -1. 0351 ©.5©428 69.0 
69 0.1775 -©.4019 0.57943 70.0 
48 -0.2947 -0.8768 0.58210 71.0 
27 -©.3734 -0.956© ©.58254 72.0 

88 1. 3581 0.7062 0.65193 73.0 
2 0.9646 0. 3104 0.65415 74.0 

26 -0.1373 -0 . 7977 (i),66036 75.0 
9 0.8859 0.1521 ©.73374 76.0 

44 -0.9244 -1.6683 0.74395 77.0 
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TABLE VII (C0NCLUDED) 

Visual-Audit0ry 
Sa Visual Auditery Discrepancy Rank 

14 ©. 7285 -0.0853 0.81378 78.0 
58 1. 2007 0.3104 0.89027 79.0 
22 0.3349 -©.5602 0.89515 80.0 

56 -©.2947 -1.1934 0.89870 81.0 
6 ©,8859 -©.0853 0.97119 82.0 

79 G. 7285 -0.2436 0. 97208 83.0 
53 o. 7285 -0.3228 1. 05123 84.0 
84 0.2562 -0.7977 1. 05389 85.0 
67 .... 1. 0©31 -2.©641 1.06099 86.0 
51 1.4368 0.3104 1.12639 87.0 
68 -0.3734 -1. 5100 1.13659 88.0 

52 ©.0201 -1. 5100 1. 53012 89.0 
32 0. 7285 -1.1143 1. 84273 90.0 



MethGd0legy 

Visual
Audi tory 

Linguistic
Word 
Structure 

Auditory
Visual 

Linguistic
Language 
Experience 

TABLE VIII 

SUMMARY ©F SIGNIFICANT PREIHCT©RS FOR VISUAL
AUDIT©RY, LINGUISTIC-WORD STRUCTURE, 

AUDIT0RY-VISUAL AND LINGUISTIC
LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE METHODS* 

Significant 
Predictor 

Letter Names II 
Alphabet 
Geemetric Design 
W0rd Meaning 
Learning Rate 
Auditory Association 

Letter Names II 
Alphabet 
Learning Rate 
Picture Completion 
Animal House 

Learning Rate 
Grammatic Clesure 
Vocabulary 
Visual Association 
Sound Blending 

Learning Rate 
Numbers 
Seund Blending 
Animal House 
Alphabet 

Percentage 
0f 

Explained 
Variation 

58% 
55% 
14% 

9% 
5% 
5% 

70% 
64% 
10% 

8% 
4% 

52% 
43% 
14% 

9% 

63% 
51% 
17% 

6% 
6% 

*Note: Adapted from Young (1975) and Treadway (1975). 
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Predict0r 
Used to 

Establish 
SMP 

SMP-V 
SMP-V 
SMP-V 
SMP-V 

SMP-V 
SMP-V 

SMP-A 
SMP-A 
SMP-A 

SMP-A 
SMP-A 



1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Hl. 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 . 
19. 
20. 

21. 
22 . 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26 . 
27. 
28. 
29. 

TABLE IX 

SUMMARY 0F VISUAL DISCRIMINATION LEARNING TASK 
WEIGHTED PREFERENCE SC©RES ESTABLISHED BY 

Q-S©RT PR0CEDURES* 

Positive No Negative 
Slide Preference Preference Preference 

Horse 21 2 2 
Register 16 8 1 
Airplane 17 6 2 
Ball 15 10 0 
Dog 16 7 2 
Piano 14 9 2 
Trumpet 18 1 6 
Guitar 14 8 3 
Giraff e 14 7 4 
Tree 13 9 3 

Sailboat 14 6 5 
Duck 13 8 4 
C€lw 12 10 3 
Trai n 14 6 5 
Pencil 11 10 4 
Telep heme 8 16 1 
Cfock 13 6 6 
Chicken 13 5 7 
Keys 9 12 4 
Bell 11 7 7 

Light Bulb 10 9 6 
Chair 8 11 6 
Lamb 8 11 6 
l!>oor 8 10 7 
Vacuum 7 12 6 
Whistle 9 7 9 
Sock 8 6 11 
Tin Can 7 5 13 
Wasp 2 1 22 

*Note: Positive Preference, N0 Preference and Negat i ve 
Scares wer e weighed 3 , 2 and 1 p0i nt , respectively to arrive 
Wei ghted Preference Scor e. 
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Weighted 
Preference 

Sce>re 
Index 

69 
65 
65 
65 
64 
62 
62 
61 
60 
60 

59 
59 
59 
59 
57 
57 
57 
56 
55 
54 

54 
52 
52 
51 
51 
50 
49 
44 
3© 

Preference 
at a to't .. a l 



TABLE X 

C0UNTERBALANCED SERIAL-0RDER P0SITI0N OF FIRST 
TWENTY-F0UR SLIDE PRESENTATIONS SELECTED 

FROM LINE :DRAWING PREFERENCE STUDY 

Order of Pesition 
Slide Presentation 1 2 3 

1 Register Airplane Ball 
2 Gui tar Gi raffe Tree 
3 Pencil Phone Cl ock 
4 , Lamb Door Vacuum 

5 Register Ball Airplane 
6 Giraffe Tree Guitar 
7 Phc:me Cfock Pencil 
8 Door . Vacuum Lamb 

9 Ball Airplane Register 
10 Tree Guitar Giraffe 
ll Cl0ck Pencil Phcme 
12 Vacuum Door Lamb 

13 Airplane Ball Regist·er 
14 · Gir affe Guitar Tree 
15 Phone Penci l Cl ock 
16 Vacuum Lamb Doer 

17 Ball Register Airplane · 
18 Tr e e Giraffe Guitar 
19 Cl0ck Phone Pencil 
20 Door Lamb Vacuum 

21 Airplane Regist er Ball 
22 Guitar Tree Giraffe 
23 Pencil Clock · 'Phone 
24 Lamb Vacuum Door 
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